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Dear reader, dear colleague,

at the time DELTA went into user operation in 2004/2005, only 5 beamlines were in operation. Since then, a dynamic development of the machine and the installed beamlines and instruments took place. The recent restart of BL1 with a new lithography scanner, the implementation of a setup for micro-tomography at BL2 (see page 13) as well as the finalized ordering and purchase of a new wiggler insertion device for the hard X-ray beamlines 8, 9 and 10 together with the recent progresses at the short pulse facility are indicators for the ongoing improvements and renewals of the synchrotron source. In this context, a workshop for the future development of DELTA took place in July this year, and there was a general agreement to continue and broaden the research activities here.

In this context, it is noteworthy to mention that the international visibility of the research carried out at DELTA is not only documented in peer-reviewed publications and numerous conference talks and posters, for example at the International Conference on Surface X-ray and Neutron Scattering in Stony Brook (USA), the European Powder Diffraction Conference in Bari (Italy) or the International Particle Accelerator Conference IPAC 201 Busan (Korea) to highlight just a few, but also in the increasing number of foreign scientists who conducted their experiments at DELTA. In the past year, we have had guests from Slovenia, Croatia, Poland, Switzerland, the UK, Japan as well as the first African user from Nigeria. Those cooperations are also expressing the huge demand for synchrotron measurements worldwide, and justify the investments for the operation of the machine and the beamlines.

Thus we would like to thank for the manifold support of DELTA by the involved universities and research institutions, the different funding agencies and also the local government. We are looking forward to the upcoming beamtime periods, hoping that they will be as productive and successful as during the past year!

Christian Sternemann, Ralph Wagner & Dirk Lützenkirchen-Hecht
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Instrumentation
Status of and future plans for DELTA and its short-pulse facility

P. Ungelenk*

on behalf of the DELTA machine group:

Center for Synchrotron Radiation (DELTA), TU Dortmund University, Germany

DELTA[1] is a 1.5-GeV electron storage ring operated as a synchrotron light source by the TU Dortmund University. Distributed along the 115-m circumference (Fig. 1), synchrotron radiation is provided by bending magnets, a superconducting asymmetric wiggler (SAW), a permanent-magnet undulator (U55), and an electromagnetic undulator (U250). Since 2011, a short-pulse facility for coherent sub-picosecond light pulses in the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) and Terahertz (THz) regimes has been established[2,3]. This article reports the status of and future plans for DELTA and its short-pulse facility with emphasis on new results and developments since the last DELTA user meeting in November 2015[4].

Figure 1: Layout of DELTA (see text for details; source: [5], modified).

The availability of DELTA (ratio of prospective to actual time of beamshutter clearance) during the first three quarters of 2016 amounts to 95.7%, which is a significant increase compared to 2015 and 2014, respectively. Since the last venting of part of the storage ring in 2011, the beam lifetime (measured at 100 mA) has continuously increased from below 5 hours to an average of (16.5 ± 3.0) hours in 2016 (Fig. 2) – mainly due to radiation-induced cleaning of the vessel surface but also due to an improved vertical alignment of the storage ring magnets. A new 7-T wiggler with 10 periods was ordered, which will replace the aging SAW leading to increased intensities and photon energies at beamlines BL8, BL9, and BL10. The new wiggler requires an upgrade of the storage-ring RF system, and a second RF cavity as well as a corresponding solid-state amplifier was also ordered.

Following the suggestion of the Machine and Experiments Committee (MEC), a workshop on the future of DELTA was held in Dortmund on July 15, 2016. The near future will be dominated by the wiggler and RF upgrade as well as by the implementation of the EEHG scheme for the short-pulse facility (see below). Looking further ahead (10 to 20 years), ideas for a competitive and innovative future accelerator at the DELTA site were collected, one of them being a linear accelerator serving a free-electron laser (FEL). Such a facility could be built in parallel to the continued operation of DELTA and would allow for femtosecond FEL pulses in the extreme UV range. In addition, low-energy electron bunches could be used for time-resolved electron diffraction and to study advanced accelerator concepts such as dielectric wakefield acceleration.

The current short-pulse facility[2,3] at DELTA is based on the so-called coherent harmonic generation (CHG) scheme[6,7]. Here, 50-fs light pulses from an 800-nm short-pulse laser system are employed to modulate the electron energy and density of a short central slice of the 100-ps electron bunches in a first section of the undulator U250 (Fig. 1) leading to a series of microbunches. These microbunches coherently emit an ultrashort light pulse in the second half of the U250, which is tuned to a harmonic of the laser wavelength. The off-energy electrons then vacate the central slice when passing the magnet lattice of the storage ring, which leads to the coherent emission of broadband pulses in the THz regime a few meters downstream of the U250.

* peter.ungelenk@tu-dortmund.de
With a routine operation of the short-pulse facility on about 50 days per year, DELTA currently is the only storage ring offering ultrashort and coherent pulses in the VUV range on a regular basis. CHG pulses at 400 nm (3 eV), 200 nm (6 eV), and 133 nm (9 eV) are routinely generated and detected at the diagnostics beamline BL4 or VUV beamline BL5, and pulses at a minimum wavelength of 80 nm (15 eV) were observed at BL5. On several occasions, CHG and THz pulses were generated during standard user operation of DELTA by injecting a high-current single bunch on top of the standard multibunch fill of the storage ring (hybrid mode). Previously observed effects of an RF phase modulation, which is employed during user operation to damp beam instabilities and increase the beam lifetime, on the CHG and THz signals were analyzed based on the Hamiltonian theory of beam dynamics.\[8,9\]

The spectra of 400-nm and 200-nm CHG pulses under variation of the laser and undulator parameters were studied extensively at the in-air diagnostics beamline BL4 employing a Czerny-Turner-type monochromator followed by an avalanche photodiode or a fast-gated intensified CCD (iCCD) camera. With the recent installation of an evacuated chamber at BL4, first light at 133 nm was observed on a scintillating screen. A new second- and third-harmonic generation unit suitable for vacuum has been prepared, which will soon allow a more efficient conversion of the seed laser wavelength before the laser-electron interaction, leading to increased CHG pulse energies and improved quality at higher harmonics.

A first successful pump-probe experiment at BL5 was recently performed employing a fraction of the seed pulses to excite a copper sample and advanced/delayed CHG pulses at 133 nm (9 eV) to probe the temporal evolution of the induced space charge effect on photoelectron spectroscopy.\[13\]

The instrumentation at the THz beamline BL5a has been extended by several time-resolving detectors and two Fourier transform spectrometers, and detailed studies of the THz spectra and the temporal evolution of the THz pulses over several revolutions of the modulated electron bunch in the storage ring were performed. A permanent and optimized setup for generating narrowband coherent THz radiation pulses is currently under construction following a first successful test and a first user experiment. A fiber laser system is currently under commissioning and a corresponding electro-optical far-field detection setup is under preparation, which will allow to directly study the electric field of the THz pulses.

In order to reach even shorter wavelengths at the DELTA short-pulse facility, an upgrade employing the so-called echo enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) scheme is under preparation. Using two new undulators and magnetic chicanes in addition to the existing U250, a more complex laser-induced density modulation in the central slice of the electron bunch (see above) will contain frequency components at much higher harmonics allowing to generate ultrashort coherent pulses at even shorter wavelengths. In order to create a 20-m straight section in the northern area of DELTA for these additional components, existing 3° and 7° bending magnets will be replaced by 10° bending magnets (Fig. 3). A new magnetic layout and corresponding optics have been found as well as a concept for the efficient use of existing vacuum chambers in addition to new undulator and dipole chambers. Both new undulators and corresponding power supplies have arrived, and the accuracy of the magnetic field was studied using a new test bench equipped with a hall probe. Vacuum chambers for the undulators were ordered, and a possible design for one of the new chicanes was recently worked out.

In summary, the beam availability and lifetime at DELTA during the past year were more than satisfactory, and continued studies and optimization of the laser-electron interaction, the CHG, and the THz pulses were performed at the DELTA short-pulse facility. Preparations for a new superconducting wiggler, an upgrade of the storage-ring RF system, and the implementation of EEHG at the short-pulse facility are progressing at a good pace. With the workshop on the future of DELTA, fruitful discussions about the mid- and long-term future have begun, aiming at strengthening the competitive position of DELTA in the areas of photon science and accelerator physics as well as of education in both fields.
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Deep x-ray lithography is a method to produce microstructures with a lateral resolution in the \(\mu\m\)-range. It is a part of the so called LIGA process. The LIGA (Lithographie, Galvanik, Abformung) process features three steps: lithography, electroplating and molding. X-ray lithography uses shadow projection to transfer an absorber (mask) pattern into a thick x-ray sensitive polymer [1]. The polymer (resist) is deposited on a substrat, e.g. silicon or graphite. The x-ray mask consists of a gold absorber on an x-ray transparent membrane, e.g. titanium or graphite. The exposed areas of the polymer change the molecular weight by a chemical process. After development, the exposed area (positive resist) or the unexposed area (negative resist) is removed. Then the metal part is created via electroplating, which then can be used in several ways, for example for the last step of the LIGA-process, the molding [2]. This method offers a way to fabricate high precision micromechanical parts.

A new x-ray lithography scanner was implemented at the BL 1. The scanner (DEX01) consists of a control unit, the working chamber and a filter system. A picture of the working chamber is shown in Figure 1 (a). A vacuum pump evacuates the working chamber within ten minutes to a pressure of \(10^{-3}\) mbar. A beryllium entrance window limits the synchrotron beam horizontally to the size of the 4 inch wafer. The filter system consists of five pneumatic cylinders, which move the respective filters into the beam. One filter was converted to a beamshutter, which can be controlled via the control unit. The filter consists of a lead strip and protects the sample from radiation befor the exposure is started. The exposure dose is calculated with the DoseSim program [4]. A motor is used to move the wafer and mask vertically into the synchrotron beam. After the exposure the wafer is baked out with a PEB (post exposure bake) program. This

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{working_chamber.png}
\hspace{0.5cm}
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{filter_system.png}
\caption{(a) Working chamber and filter system, (b) Mask consists of a goldabsorber and a graphite membrane}
\end{figure}
initiates the cross linking of the polymer. 

In the test exposures the optimal exposure parameters were determined. We exposed test wafers at different conditions (e.g. use of different filters, different bottom dose and investigation of thermal expansion by using a water cooling system). First, the difference between the structure quality of an exposure with a nickel filter (10 µm), an aluminum filter (30 µm) and the optimal bottom dose is probed. Here, a new mask with a 20 µm gold absorber of a 200 µm graphite membrane is used (fig. 1 (b)). The first exposures with a resist named mrx-50 (a negative resist, which is based on SU-8) on silicon wafers were performed successfully. The exposure with a bottom dose of 80 J/cm³ leads to the best results. The exposure time depends on the used filter and the resist thickness, but is typically near 15 minutes. The exposure with the aluminum filter shows after the electroplating resist residues.

The exposure with the nickel filter results in high quality structures (fig. 2). The structure exhibits sharp edges, but the wall of the structures shows high roughness (fig. 2 (a)). This is due to the mask membrane (graphite) [3]. The investigation of the thermal expansion revealed that structure quality is not affected. The lithography scanner at BL 1 is ready to produce high quality microstructures with industrial standard.

We acknowledge the Delta machine group for providing synchrotron radiation and technical support and thanks to BESSY, Berlin, for the provided Lithography Scanner.
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Figure 2: (a) SEM image of a structured area, (b) SEM image of a grid with a 7.8 µm period
Development of a Scanning Reflection X-ray Microscope (SRXM)

A. Schümmer\(^1\), M. Gilbert\(^1\), C. Jansing\(^1\), H.-Ch. Mertins\(^1\), R. Adam\(^2\), C. M. Schneider\(^2\), L. Juschkin\(^3\), U. Berges\(^4\)

\(^1\) University of Applied Sciences, Münster Stegerwaldstraße 39, 48565 Steinfurt, Germany
\(^2\) Forschungszentrum Jülich, Wilhelm-Johnen-Straße, 52428 Jülich, Germany
\(^3\) Rhein Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen, Templergraben 55, 52062 Aachen, Germany
\(^4\) DELTA / TU Dortmund Maria-Goeppert-Mayer-Straße 2, 44227 Dortmund

Theoretical and experimental work started within a new project of a scanning reflection x-ray microscope (SRXM) designed for beamline 12 at DELTA. The operation in reflection mode will allow the study of surfaces and interfaces even of thick samples. It also will enable imaging of magnetic domains in buried layers exploiting magneto-optical reflection spectroscopy like XMLD and XMCD. Working at the DELTA beamline 12 in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) regime, EUV synchrotron radiation near the 3p absorption edges of 3d transition metals about 50eV – 70eV, results in sufficient reflected intensities, which are about two orders of magnitude larger than those at the respective 2p edges due to the higher reflectivity in the EUV regime [1, 2].

The setup of our projected SRXM shown in Fig 1. It consists of a high-resolution zone plate that focuses the beam on a small spot of 250 nm diameter on the surface of the sample, more details about the mechanical properties see Tab.1. A central beam stop (CBS) is implemented in the zone plate to block zero order radiation. In contrast to STXM the sample is illuminated in gazing incidence (Tab. 1). This angle allows magneto-optical reflection spectroscopy as T-MOKE, L-MOKE or XMLD. The contrast depends on the orientation between the light’s linear polarization vector and the magnetization direction. This will enable the detection of magnetic domains of ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Scanning horizontal</th>
<th>Scanning vertical</th>
<th>Re focusing</th>
<th>Angle to surface normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>+/-10 mm in 50nm Steps</td>
<td>+12 mm in 100 nm Steps</td>
<td>0-20mm in 50 nm Steps</td>
<td>0°-45° (1° accuracy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab 1 – Mechanical properties of the designed SRXM

As High resolution EUV optic a zone plate with a resolution of 250 nm will be used. A zone plate structure has been calculated with respect to the energy range (40-70 eV) and energy resolution (400) of BL12, resulting in a zone plate of 0.4 mm diameter with a focal length of 5 mm (@60eV) and an outermost zone width of 250 nm. A shift in energy results in a shift in focal length and depth of focus (Tab 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ [nm]</th>
<th>F [mm]</th>
<th>DOF [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17(70)</td>
<td>5,88</td>
<td>14,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20(60)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25(50)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab 2: Variation of DOF and focal length with respect to the wavelength( E/ΔE 400)
Two types of zone plates are considered: the structure material is either PMMA on a 50-200nm thin Si$_3$N$_4$ window. With gold, the zone structure shows low transmission (Fig 2, 4) which results in an efficiency of 10%. For zone structures of PMMA transmission is increased (Fig 2) and phase shift is the dominating process (Fig 3) which depends on structure thickness and energy. To obtain a phase shift near 180° a thickness of 160nm PMMA is chosen, resulting in efficiency values (Fig 4) higher than for gold structures. The disadvantage of PMMA structures over gold structures is the higher ageing process of PMMA due to absorption of radiation, resulting in shorter lifetimes. This will be analyzed by exposing PMMA layers to the BL 12 beam.

Challenges

Despite the relatively high reflectance of metallic samples in the EUV a high photon flux is needed. Therefore, the scanning method has been selected since a smaller photon flux is required compared to the full field imaging. High resolution zone plates with a spatial resolution near 250 nm result in short focal length of about 4-6 mm in the EUV region. This limits the mechanical operation range of samples and detectors. Aberrations due to the incidence angles change the shape and the size of the focus spot on the sample. Also, the zone plate fabrication is challenging due to the fragile samples and unknown parameters like PMMA aging.

Outlook

The next step will be the assembling of all microscope components at BL12. Within the next year the PMMA lifetime will be analyzed and different zone plates tested, the resolution of the microscope will be determined and with these data new optimized zone plates will be fabricated.

Commissioning of a high temperature heater cell for in-situ ReflEXAFS studies of steel surfaces under variable reductive gas atmospheres

B. Bornmann\textsuperscript{1}, D. Wulff\textsuperscript{2}, R. Wagner\textsuperscript{1}, D. Lützenkirchen-Hecht\textsuperscript{1}, K. Möhwald\textsuperscript{2}, R. Frahm\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1} Fakultät 4 – Physik, Bergische Universität Wuppertal, Gaussstraße 20, 42119 Wuppertal.
\textsuperscript{2} Institut für Werkstoffkunde, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Bereich Füge- und Oberflächen-technik (FORTIS), Stockumer Str. 28, 58453 Witten.

High temperature brazing is conducted at temperatures $T > 900^\circ$C and is preferably done in a conveyor belt furnace. Here the solder only wets the workpiece and forms stable bonds if there is no oxide layer on the surface. Therefore it is crucial to choose a reductive gas atmosphere and temperature in the furnace. Up to now this is usually done with a mixture of nitrogen and 4\% hydrogen as a reducing agent at $T \approx 1000^\circ$C. However, it is preferred to reduce the amount of expensive reductive gases and to reduce the temperature in order to lower the stress in the soldered parts. Lately, the use of monosilane (SiH$_4$) in the ppm range instead of hydrogen was introduced and showed promising results [1, 2]. For this a fundamental understanding of the surface chemistry and structure is necessary to optimize the brazing process.

In order to allow in-situ analysis of surface characteristics with EXAFS in reflection and fluorescence as well as XRD, a high temperature cell was constructed (see Fig. 1). It consists of a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of $p \approx 10^{-6}$ mbar to minimize contaminations. It contains a boron nitride/pyrolytic graphite heater with Nb shielding which accepts cylindric samples of about 6 mm height and a diameter of up to 20 mm. All components close to the hot part of the system are chosen to withstand an oxidizing (N$_2$ 6.0) and reductive atmosphere (N$_2$ + SiH$_4$) at $T < 1200^\circ$C. The gas inlet on the top of the chamber directs the gas flow to the sample surface. The gas outlet on the bottom conducts the processed gas over a lambda probe to measure the oxygen concentration. The gas composition is regulated via mass flow controllers from a mixture of nitrogen 6.0 and nitrogen 5.0 with 0.5\% of SiH$_4$ resulting in a SiH$_4$ concentration in the final mix of 1-5000 ppm. The system is controlled through a dedicated control rack inside the experimental hutch which can be fully controlled from outside.

After first tests in the laboratory, the system was installed at BL10 in October 2016 to perform commissioning under experimental conditions and record first spectra in November. The chamber was integrated into the diffractometer to adjust the height and angle of the sample surface relative to the beam. The samples were made from 1.4301 (X5CrNi18-10) and 1.4571 (X6CrNiMoTi17-12-2) stainless steel with surfaces polished to a roughness below 50 nm and Cr, Fe and Ni being the elements investigated. As for the soldering the chemical composition especially of the surface is important, the measurements could not be carried out in the conventional transmission mode but had to be done in reflection. By varying the angular position relative to the critical angle $\theta_c < 1^\circ$ the penetration depth of the x-rays into the surface can be chosen from a few to some 100 nm. By that it is possible to receive the information provided by common XAFS (e.g. chemical composition, oxidation states) depending on the sample depth. First Fe K-edge spectra of the 1.4301 steel at $T = 30^\circ$C and
700°C with 40 ppm SiH₄ in N₂ are shown in Fig. 2 which were measured with a beam size of 3 mm x 0.15 mm horizontally and vertically. θ = 0.326° with θc = 0.429° for Fe at 6.9 keV corresponds to a sampling depth of about 5 nm. While the spectrum at 30°C is somehow similar to the Fe₂O₃ reference, the spectrum at 700°C shows some shifts towards the Fe metal reference. However, both spectra consist of more than one component and Fe reduction at 700°C is not yet complete. A more detailed analysis of the measurements will be done soon. As the surface reflectivity vanishes at T > 700 °C measurements at higher T were not possible. A fluorescence detector as well as further improvements to the system will be added for higher temperatures and future beam times.

![Figure 1: Heater cell inside the diffractometer with Kapton windows and cooling hoses. Secondary slits, an ionization chamber and a 2D pixel detector can be seen in the back.](image1)

![Figure 2: Normalized Fe K-edge spectra of the measured 1.4301 steel sample at T = 30, 700°C in comparison to Fe metal and Fe₂O₃ references.](image2)
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Installation of a micro-tomography setup at beamline BL 2

Jan Nysar\textsuperscript{1}, Michael Paulus\textsuperscript{1}, Christian Sternemann\textsuperscript{1}, Felix Beckmann\textsuperscript{2}, Georg Jülicher\textsuperscript{1}, Thorsten Witt\textsuperscript{1}, Thorsten Brenner\textsuperscript{1}, Ulf Berges\textsuperscript{1}, Metin Tolan\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1} Fakultät Physik/E1/DELT A, TU Dortmund, D-44221 Dortmund
\textsuperscript{2} Institute of Materials Research, Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, D-21502 Geesthacht

Computed tomography (CT) is an imaging technique to investigate the inner structure of material without destroying the object or sample. It creates slice images through an object providing 3D information. For CT, usually X-radiation in the energy range of 10 keV to 150 keV is used to receive projections of the object from multiple angles. At microscopic scale it is called Micro Computed Tomography (µCT), which is an interesting method e.g. for materials science, biology (e.g. research on insects) or medical science. The µCT apparatus, that is going to be operated at beamline BL 2, was previously used by HZG at beamline BW2 of the storage ring DORIS III at DESY in Hamburg. The basic instrument was built by the TU Dortmund and transferred to DESY in 1998 [Bec98].

The source of radiation at BL 2 is a bending magnet with a critical energy of 2.2 keV. The radiation passes through a vacuum window and a silicon absorber. So the low energy part of the spectrum is removed and x-ray radiation with sufficient intensity in the energy range of 10-35 keV is provided.

As in radiography, CT uses projections through an object, but from multiple angles in an 180° angular range. Each projection represents the line integrals of the attenuation coefficient along the path of incident photons through the irradiated object. Since different kind of matter have varying attenuation coefficients, the projections contain information about the material they went through. The photons, that passed through the sample, are then absorbed by an luminescent screen behind the sample, which converts the X-rays into visible light. This visible light passes through a lens system and gets detected by a CCD camera. From a full data set of parallel projections (180° measurement) the information about the material in one slice can be reconstructed using mathematical algorithms and an image of this slice can be created [Sla99]. With multiple slices a 3D-image can be generated.

Right now the experiment is not ready for use, since the modification of BL 2 is still in progress. Parts of the beamline have already been replaced to make the piping less complicated and less prone to leakage. A new collimator has been installed to provide a beamsize of 30 mm x 9,2 mm at the sample. For further reduction of the beamsize to the actual size of the sample a slit system is going to be installed right in front of the CT. Furthermore, a fastshutter will be mounted to protect the sample and CCD. There are also plans on exchanging the beryllium window with a titan or aluminium window, to eliminate the risk of releasing poisonous beryllium dust in case of a window rupture.
The checking of the µCT apparatus, that is shown in fig. 1, is also going on: all motors for moving the CT and adjusting the CCD and lens have been tested. The former CCD camera has been replaced: The new camera is a MaxCam CM8-3E from FLI with a Kodak, KAF-1602E, 1536 x 1024 pixel sensor. Pixel size is 9 x 9 µm² so the maximum sample size will be about 15 mm (or 30 mm with the 360° mode, that moves the centre of rotation to one side of the FOV [Don06].)

The control system of the tomography apparatus has to be established and the whole safety and interlock system has to be installed. First calibration measurements are expected to be possible in February or March 2017.

We acknowledge DELTA machine group for support and thank the HZG for providing the CT apparatus.
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Soft X-ray Spectroscopy
Time- and energy-resolved photoemission experiments on Cu(111) at beamline 5 at DELTA
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(10th November 2016)

For the first time, the ultrashort photon pulses which are produced by the DELTA storage ring using the coherent harmonic generation (CHG) scheme \cite{1} were used for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy experiments at the endstation of beamline 5 (BL5) \cite{2}. Here, the storage ring contains only one single 100 ps electron bunch. Moreover, a 3 eV, 50 fs driving laser pulse interacts with a central slice of this bunch inside an undulator at every \( \approx 2600 \)th revolution leading to the emission of a coherent sub-picosecond CHG pulse at a harmonic of the driving laser.

In our experiments, we probed the surface state of Cu(111) with 9 eV synchrotron radiation. In the CHG operation mode of DELTA, we can use our delay-line detector to select either the signal created from the CHG pulses, which have a repetition rate of 1 kHz, or from the remaining single-bunch signals of spontaneous synchrotron light pulses every 386 ns. Moreover, we introduced 1.5 eV pump pulses, which are naturally synchronized with the CHG pulses as they are split off from the driving laser pulses. Their arrival time can be adjusted by changing their path length with respect to the CHG pulses. Negative delays (\( \Delta t < 0 \)) represent the situation that the CHG pulses arrive before the pump pulses. The point of zero delay between both pulses was estimated based on a two-photon absorption measurement in a SiC photodiode using the pump pulses and the 3 eV driving laser pulses for the CHG radiation. The latter copropagate with the synchrotron radiation into BL5.

![Figure 1: Angle-resolved photoemission spectra of the Cu(111) surface state. Left: Data obtained by excitation with spontaneous synchrotron radiation, which is not influenced by space-charge from electrons created by 1.5 eV pump pulses (see text). Right: The same measurement, but now observing photoelectrons excited by the CHG radiation. Here, the space-charge from the pump-induced electrons (created at \( \Delta t = -100 \) ps) leads to a clear shift in energy.](image)

It is well-known that intense 1.5 eV pulses can be used to create photoelectrons based on multiphoton excitation \cite{3}. We use this fact to create an electron cloud with the pump pulse, which interacts with photoelectrons emitted by the CHG light via Coulomb
repulsion. Note that the temporal distance between the pulses of spontaneous radiation and the pump pulse is large enough (minimum distance: $386 \text{ ns} \pm \Delta t$) to avoid significant distortion due to the resulting space-charge from the additional electron cloud. The influence of these pump-induced space-charge effects decays on a time scale of several ns as we will show later. Therefore, the data obtained with spontaneous radiation represent the undisturbed situation.

The left side of Fig. 1 shows the ARPES intensity from the Cu(111) surface state measured with spontaneous radiation, whereas the right side displays ARPES data extracted from the same measurement, but now focusing on the photoelectrons emitted by the CHG radiation. During the measurements, a significant amount of additional electrons was created by the pump pulses, delayed by $\Delta t = -100 \text{ ps}$ with respect to the CHG pulses. The resulting space-charge causes an energy shift of the photoemission spectrum excited by the CHG pulses as indicated by the red horizontal lines. Here, the shift has a size of 37 meV.

Furthermore, we studied the dependence of the energy shift on the delay between the CHG and the pump pulses. For this purpose, angle-resolved spectra as shown in Fig. 1 are measured and integrated over all angles. Then, the energy shift is determined by fitting the angle-integrated data and extracting the peak position. Figure 2 summarizes the observed energy shifts for different delays. Measurements were first performed with increasing (black data points) and then with decreasing delays (red data points). Both curves show a similar shape, but a different size of the effect. The latter can be partly attributed to a slow decay of the intensity of the 1.5 eV pump pulses with time during the measurement ($< 5\%$) and therefore a small decrease of the number of pump-induced photoelectrons. In addition, the CHG pulses always contain a background of spontaneous radiation, which is simultaneously emitted but has a longer pulse duration ($\approx 100 \text{ ps}$). With increasing measurement time and thus decreasing electron current in the storage ring, this background continuously changed from 16\% to 24\% for our results. Since the longer pulse duration of the spontaneous radiation leads to a less distinct influence of space-charge effects, this can result in a difference in the extracted energy shifts. However, the shape of the curves in general agrees with previous work [4,5] and reflects the Coulomb interaction between the photoelectrons generated by the CHG and the pump pulses. We explain the small deviations between our data and the published results by differences in
the photon energy.
In sum, our results demonstrate that both spatial (mm scale) as well as temporal (±30 ps) overlap between the CHG and the 1.5 eV pump pulses is achieved in the experiment. Moreover, the feasibility of pump-probe photoemission experiments at BL5 at DELTA is shown.
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Since the advent of graphene much interest arises in graphene analogs from the carbon group. One of the most famous representatives is silicene. Like graphene, silicene is known to crystallize in different configurations depending on the growth conditions. For example, silicene sheets grow onto an Ag (111) substrate and silicene nanoribbons grow onto Ag (110) substrates. Whereas the structure of silicene sheets on Ag(111) substrate is already well known [1] the structure of silicene nanoribbons is still not clear. A multiplicity of theoretical simulations [2] and scanning tunneling microscopy [3] studies yielded several possible structure models, still, the structure is under discussion. Since photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and photoelectron diffraction (XPD) are surface sensitive tools for structure analysis we perform XPS and XPD measurements on silicon nanoribbons on Ag(110) substrate to assess the suggested structure models and present further improvements based on our measurements.

The sample is illuminated with monochromatic X-rays, provided by the U55 PGM Beamline 11 at DELTA. The photoelectron spectra are recorded as a function of azimuthal and polar angle [4]. The high-resolution XPS spectra provide information concerning the chemical bonding of silver and silicon. The observed anisotropic modulations recorded in the XPD pattern provide information about the local environment of the emitting atoms.

The XPD analysis is performed by three iterating steps, first generating a structure model, second simulation of the XPD pattern by using the MSPHD program and third comparison with the experimental data [5]. As the degree of accordance the reliability-factor (R-factor) is used, where a R-factor of 0 means exact accordance and a R-factor of 2 means exact anticorrelation. A sufficient accordance between the experimental and simulated data is reached if the R-factor is less than 0.1 [6].

The XPS signal of the Silicon-2p-signal, displayed in figure 1, shows the same characteristic silicene signature as reported by other authors. It consists of two components which are separated by about 0.3 eV. This is in good agreement with previous works [7]. The XPD pattern is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1: High-resolution XPS spectra of Silicon-2p-signal (left) and measured XPD pattern of the Silicon-2p-signal (right).

DELTA. The photoelectron spectra are recorded as a function of azimuthal and polar angle [4]. The high-resolution XPS spectra provide information concerning the chemical bonding of silver and silicon. The observed anisotropic modulations recorded in the XPD pattern provide information about the local environment of the emitting atoms.

The XPD analysis is performed by three iterating steps, first generating a structure model, second simulation of the XPD pattern by using the MSPHD program and third comparison with the experimental data [5]. As the degree of accordance the reliability-factor (R-factor) is used, where a R-factor of 0 means exact accordance and a R-factor of 2 means exact anticorrelation. A sufficient accordance between the experimental and simulated data is reached if the R-factor is less than 0.1 [6].

The XPS signal of the Silicon-2p-signal, displayed in figure 1, shows the same characteristic silicene signature as reported by other authors. It consists of two components which are separated by about 0.3 eV. This is in good agreement with previous works [7]. The XPD pattern is depicted in figure 1.
Comparison between simulated XPD pattern of about 40 structures proposed by other authors and the measured pattern resulted in R-factors of about $R > 0.2$. The multiplicity of the suggested structures ranges from rectangular over pentagonal to hexagonal, armchair or zig-zag terminated edges and from planar over buckled to stacked. However we demonstrate a structure that fits to the experimental data. Starting with the hexagonal arm-chair terminated buckled silicene structure we applied some structural modifications. In particular distances and bonding angles within the silicene layer, the silicene to substrate distance as well as the orientation between the substrate and the silicene. This yielded a R-factor of $R = 0.09$. The correspondig structure model is pictured in figure 2. Nevertheless further investigations of the silver silicon interaction have to be performed in the future.
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The main issue in graphene preparation on silicon carbide (SiC) is the size of the individual graphene flakes. This grain size is a critical parameter for the development of electronic devices due to frequent scattering at grain boundaries. Thus, the intrinsic carrier mobility decreases. Heating a SiC crystal to about 1200°C in high vacuum leads to preferential silicon sublimation and the growth of several layers graphene with lateral dimensions of about 0.1 μm. To achieve a higher grain size the decomposition rate of the crystal has to be decreased. Here, two different approaches of limiting the sublimation rate of the silicon atoms are performed: the self-limiting by the silicon vapor in an enclosed volume under high vacuum conditions or the limitation of the decomposition rate by the vapor pressure of an additional inert gas [1].

In figure 1 (left) an image of a sample prepared in an enclosure under high vacuum conditions obtained by photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) in threshold mode is shown. A stripe structure with widths up to 0.6 μm has grown along the substrate step edges. The apparent contrast is essentially caused by work function differences of the sample. This leads to the possibility to count the relative number of layers, because the work function of the sample increases with each additional graphene layer [2]. Hence, the dark regions in the image correspond to a higher coverage of graphene. The absolute number of layers cannot be determined by this method, but as will be shown later it can be elucidated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In figure 1 (right) a PEEM image of a sample prepared in an Argon atmosphere is presented. A width of the graphene stripes of 4 μm in contrast to 0.6 μm shows that the Argon method is a great advantage compared to the high vacuum method.

Figure 1: Left: PEEM image of a sample prepared in high vacuum, right: PEEM image of a sample prepared in Argon atmosphere.
As mentioned before, the absolute number of graphene layers is not known until now.
To clarify this, high resolution XPS spectra of the C1s core level were recorded. In figure 2
(left) a spectrum of a sample prepared in a Xenon atmosphere is shown. Several components
resulting from the different chemical environment of the C atoms can be distinguished [3]:
the substrate (SiC), the C atoms of the buffer layer which are bonded to the substrate (S1),
the C atoms with interlayer bonding (S2) and a oxide component (-C-O-) due to the the ex situ
preparation. The absence of the typical graphene component is an evidence for the solely
growth of a buffer layer. The growth of additional graphene layers is inhibited due to the
higher atomic mass of Xenon which suppresses the growth rate even more than Argon. This
bare buffer layer is of particular interest for intercalation experiments [4, 5]. A spectrum of a
sample prepared in high vacuum with the same parameters as the sample presented in figure
1 (left) is shown in figure 2 (right). In this spectrum an additional peak at a kinetic energy of
160 eV arises which is the genuine graphene component. From the presence of the peaks S1,
S2 and G and their relative signal strengths one concludes a mixing of areas with monolayer
graphene and buffer layer.

In this work the grain size of graphene flakes was measured by means of PEEM, where
large and homogenous graphene growth is observed depending on the preparation parameters.
The number of graphene layers was identified by high resolution XPS spectra. Further PEEM
studies will focus on the magnetic properties of intercalated graphene and XPS measurements
will yield complementary information of the intercalation process.
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Synchrotron radiation damage on Copper Naphthalocyanine layers
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The organic semiconductor naphthalocyanine is a phthalocyanine derivate. These kind of molecules are conductive molecules with delocalized $\pi$-electronic structures. Extended delocalized $\pi$-electrons result in fascinating properties and make the molecules suitable for applications such as organic solar cells [1], organic LED’s [2] and molecular switches [3]. Furthermore, the usage of naphthalocyanines as photosensibilisator in cancer treatment [4] utilize the strong absorption properties of functional molecules in the visible spectrum. By adding different substituents or metal atoms to the center of the molecule differing chemical, physical and electronic properties can be tuned. Because of these tunable characteristics, functional molecules are studied intensively in recent research.

![Structure of Copper-Naphthalocyanine (Cu-NPc). The different carbon bonding states are marked with colored circles, the total number of each bonding state is listed in the legend on the right. The two different nitrogen bonding states pyrrolic and aza-bridging are named N\textsubscript{1} and N\textsubscript{2}, respectively.](image)

Figure 1: Structure of Copper-Naphthalocyanine (Cu-NPc). The different carbon bonding states are marked with colored circles, the total number of each bonding state is listed in the legend on the right. The two different nitrogen bonding states pyrrolic and aza-bridging are named N\textsubscript{1} and N\textsubscript{2}, respectively.

The question how Cu-NPc adsorbs on and interacts with inert surfaces is of particular interest. An appropriate method to study the local near order of adsorbates and the interface between adsorbate and substrate is the x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD). Due to the long examination times of 24 h or longer, it is necessary to investigate the stability of naphthalocyanines under synchrotron radiation. In this work, synchrotron radiation based damage of Copper-Naphthalocyanine (Cu-NPc) deposited using molecular beam epitaxy at 550°C onto an Ag(110) surface was studied using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The experiments were performed at the U55 beamline 11 at DELTA. Figure 1 shows the
structure of the intact molecule, the different chemical bonds are marked with colored circles and the pyrrolic and aza-bridging nitrogens are labeled with N\textsubscript{1} and N\textsubscript{2}, respectively.

An indicator for the radiation damage are the eight nitrogen atoms in the center of the molecule. Especially the pyrrolic nitrogen (N\textsubscript{1}), which are binding to the copper atom in the center of the molecule, have been detected as major weakness in aromatic molecules [5].

Figure 2: N 1s XPS spectra of Cu-NPc using a photon energy of h\nu = 500 eV and a polar angle of \Theta = 0^\circ directly after molecule deposition a) and after 17 h of irradiation with synchrotron radiation b). The components N\textsubscript{1} at E\textsubscript{kin} = 97.70 eV and N\textsubscript{2} at E\textsubscript{kin} = 97.30 eV correspond to the pyrrolic nitrogens bonded to the copper atom and the aza-bridging nitrogens (see figure 1), respectively. The S\textsubscript{1} component at E\textsubscript{kin} = 95.80 eV can be identified as satellite structure resulting from the \pi electron system. After 17 h synchrotron radiation a new component S\textsubscript{2} rises at E\textsubscript{kin} = 95.12 eV.

Figure 2 a) shows the high resolution XPS spectrum of N 1s of CuNPc on Ag(110) for a polar angle of \Theta = 0^\circ directly after molecule deposition. The spectrum can be fitted with three peaks referring to the pyrrolic nitrogen (N\textsubscript{1}), the aza-bridging nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) and a shake-up satellite peak at lower kinetic energy resulting from \pi-\pi^* transitions. These satellites are typical for aromatic molecules. The distance between the aza-bridging and pyrrolic peaks of about 0.4 eV as well as the peak area ratio of 0.94 : 1 is in excellent agreement with literature and theoretical values [6]. This spectrum demonstrates the non-destructive deposition of the molecules onto the surface. Figure 2 b) shows the high resolution XPS spectrum of N 1s of CuNPc on Ag(110) for a polar angle of \Theta = 0^\circ after 17 h of illumination with synchrotron light. A new peak (S\textsubscript{2}) rises at lower kinetic Energies while the pyrrolic nitrogen (N\textsubscript{1}) loses intensity. The aza-bridging nitrogen component (N\textsubscript{2}) remains unchanged. This spectrum indicates the radiation induced damage of the molecules. The bonds of the nitrogen atoms to the copper atom in the center (N\textsubscript{1}) seem to be broken while the outer aza-bridging nitrogens (N\textsubscript{2}) are not affected. The results are in perfect agreement with previous studies [5].

A further evidence for the type of the radiation induced damage is the C 1s XPS spectrum. Figure 3 a) shows the high resolution XPS spectrum of C 1s of CuNPc on Ag(110) for a polar angle of \Theta = 0^\circ directly after molecule deposition and figure 3 b) shows the same spectrum after 17 h of irradiation with synchrotron light.
Figure 3: C 1s XPS spectra of Cu-NPc using a photon energy of $h\nu = 340$ eV and a polar angle of $\Theta = 0^\circ$ directly after molecule deposition a) and after 17 h of synchrotron radiation b). The four components correspond to the four different chemical binding states of the carbon atoms in the molecule. The colors and labels are identical to the marked circles in figure 1.

The four components in each spectrum represent the four different carbon bonding states in the molecule, as shown with colored circles in figure 1. In the legend of figure 1, the total number of each different carbon bond in the molecule is listed. With these numbers a theoretical peak area ratio can be calculated as $0 : 50 : 0.33 : 0.125 : 0.04$. This ratio fits to the experimental data both directly after the deposition (figure 3 a)) and after 17 h of irradiation with synchrotron light (figure 3 b)). It can be summarized, that no changes in the C 1s signals are strong points for intact carbon bonds while the synchrotron radiation damages especially nitrogen bonds.

The main threshold for radiation damage is the photon flux of the beamline. A rough assessment for the photon flux for beamline 11 at DELTA is $10^{12} \text{ - } 10^{13}$ photons s$^{-1}$100mA with a focus size of $70 \mu m \cdot 30 \mu m$ (h) \cdot (v) [7].

Moving the experimental station out of the focus of the beamline reduces the photon flux. At the new position of about 0.4 m behind the beamline focus, the photon density is approximately 400 times smaller because of the increased size of the beam spot without losing intensity of the photoelectron signal. The XPS measurements for this system with the position modifications are scheduled for the upcoming beamtime. We’re looking forward to perform photoelectron diffraction measurements of these molecules without synchrotron radiation damage in the future.
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XPD experiments and simulation of GaAs(001)-c(8×2)
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The III-V compound semiconductor gallium arsenide is an applicable substrate for spintronic multilayer systems due to its electronical und magnetic properties [1, 2]. The structure of GaAs(001) in the MgO/Fe/GaAs(001) system as already been studied in different previous works [3, 4]. GaAs(001) performs different reconstructions since the Ga-As ratio can determine the possible top layer arrangement. In this work, we take the analysis of the GaAs surface reconstructions a step further by analysing the GaAs(001)-c(8×2) structure where huge uncertainties arise. Since STM scans only the top layer photoelectron diffraction (XPD) provides detailed information of the surface and interface of the sample. Thereby Ga or As dimers 5 Å beneath the surface can be resolved.

In 2008 Ohtake et al. have shown 8 different possible structures of the GaAs-c(8×2) surface [5]. These structures differ by the number of Ga dimers at the surface, the sub-dimers or the arrangement of circular formed Ga-As rings. Until now no progress in the determination has been achieved. In this work we present a structural model that fits best to the experimental data.

Figure 1: Measured XPD pattern of Ga 3d (left) and As 3d (right) at \( E_{hv} = 180 \text{ eV} \) from \( \theta = 22^\circ - 72^\circ \).

The sample is illuminated with monochromatic X-ray provided by the U55 PGM Beamline 11 at DELTA, Dortmund. XPS spectra of Ga 3d and As 3d are recorded for each polar and azimuth angle in the hemisphere. Their anisotropic intensity modulation are shown in figure 1.
In the next step different atomic clusters were build and a XPD pattern was simulated by the MSPHD program. This algorithm provides XPD pattern for kinetic energies at $E_{\text{kin}} \leq 200\text{eV}$. Afterwards the resulting pattern is compared with the measured pattern and is quantified with the well-known $R$-factor ($R \in [0, 2]$). Hereby, a factor of $R \leq 0.1$ indicates a structural accordance.

The structure suggested by Kumpf et al. roughly fits the best [6]. Moreover, we could correct the exact positioning of the subdimers. The resulting XPD pattern and the corresponding structure are displayed in fig. 2.

Figure 2: Simulated Ga 3d XPD pattern with $R = 0.082$ (left) and the resulting surface structure (right).

Although a R-factor of $R_{\text{Ga3d}} = 0.082$ has been achieved the higher polar angles $\theta \geq 62^\circ$ that provide high statistic errors in the experiment need to be investigated again in order to get an even better $R$ – factor.
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X-ray Scattering
X-ray diffraction from the side planes of core-shell nanowires

Paul Drude- Institute Berlin, Solid state physics, University of Siegen.

Semiconductor core-shell Nanowires are promising candidates for future optoelectronic devices. One of these structures is a GaAs/In\(_{x}\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As/GaAs double heterostructure grown by MBE onto (111) silicon substrate. For optical performance one need to probe the lattice mismatch along the normal to nanowire side planes. The XRD measurements of samples with \(x=0.15\) but different shell thickness have been performed on NW ensembles at beamlines BL9 at DELTA with photon energy of 13keV. Considering the hexagonal shape of the NWs, the interfacial strain field is expected to be different along the direction normal to the \{1-10\} side planes and along the [2-1-1] edges of NWs grown along the [111] direction. We recorded 2D reciprocal space maps (RSM) in vicinity of the (111) Bragg reflection along the growth direction and along a direction perpendicular, i.e. parallel to the scattering vector of the (2-20) side plane, named \(Q_z\). A RSM taken at the [1-10] Bragg reflection of one of the samples is displayed in figure 1, plotting the intensity distribution as function of reciprocal space vectors, \(Q_x\) and \(Q_z\). For quantitative analysis, line profiles were created by projecting the intensity distribution onto the \(Q_z\) axis, and compared with other investigated samples. The peak with the highest intensity is attributed to the GaAs core. Peak A originates from the partially compressed (2-20) GaAs outer shell planes. Peaks C and B are associated with the relaxed InGaAs planes along the scanned direction and the two other pairs of facet planes oriented with \(\pm 60^0\) with respect to C, respectively.

Figure 1: 2D RSM of the [1-10] reflection for 140/40/30nm GaAs/In\(_{0.15}\)Ga\(_{0.85}\)As/GaAs NWs.
Investigation of texture in Al-Cr-O-N films using synchrotron grazing incidence XRD

L. Banko
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Ruhr-Universität Bochum, D-44801 Bochum

Al-Cr-O-N thin films, deposited by High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) technique, were investigated at BL 9 using mar345-detector with an energy of 15 keV. In total 9 samples, synthesized in three different processes with three different Al/Cr-ratios each were characterized regarding their crystal structure and texture. The samples showed no indication of oxide-phases in XRD experiments with Bragg-Brentano geometry performed in our lab, despite an oxygen content of up to 40 at.%. The purpose of this investigation was to identify oxide phases that could not be identified in these measurements due to texture effects or low diffraction intensities. However, no oxide phases were found in the grazing incidence XRD patterns acquired at BL 9, indicating that an oxygen content of at least 40 at. % can be solved in the fcc-Cr-N lattice either due to substitution of N or due to interstitial incorporation of O.

Figure 1: Diffraction patterns and SEM images of a) Al-rich Al-Cr-O-N and b) Cr-rich Al-Cr-O-N films.
Comparing the diffraction patterns of Al-rich and Cr-rich samples, the thin films exhibit significant differences in texture (see figure 1). Cr-rich films with dense columnar morphology exhibit a texture in the (200)-orientation with (111)-facets, whereas Al-rich samples show random orientation. This correlates perfectly with SEM cross-sectional images that show a fine grained morphology for Al-rich samples.

Another set of Al-Cr-N thin films were synthesized using the same deposition parameters as for the Al-Cr-O-N films. The samples were characterized by means of GI-XRD at BL 9 using mar345-detector with an energy of 20 keV in October 2016. Cr-rich samples exhibit comparable texture to Cr-rich Al-Cr-O-N films with a more pronounced texture and a underdense morphology (see figure 2). Cr-rich films show a texture in the (200)-orientation, again with facets in the (111)-direction. The more pronounced texture mirrors the tilting angle of the opposing Cr- and Al-cathodes during film growth. The main difference in comparison of Al-Cr-O-N and Al-Cr-N can be found on Al-rich samples. The films exhibit a pronounced texture while Al-rich Al-Cr-O-N films show random crystal orientation. However, compared with Cr-rich films, the contribution of (111)-orientation is stronger. Again correlating the morphology by means of SEM cross-sectional images, films are more columnar and exhibit an open morphology with bigger grains. The results of these investigations clearly show, that an oxygen content in the range of 10 – 40 at.% results in a denser and finer grained morphology with random crystal orientation for Al-rich samples. The incorporation of O in Cr-rich samples results in a prefered (111)-orientation. Both increasing Al- and O-contents results in a finer morphology and shift from (200)- to (111)- to random-orientation. The results of these experiments show that GI-XRD at BL 9 provides high resolution texture information necessary for in-depth understanding of thin film microstructures.

Figure 2: Diffraction patterns and SEM images of a) Al-rich Al-Cr-N and b) Cr-rich Al-Cr-N films.
High-throughput GI-XRD experiments on a CoMnGe_{(1-x)}Si_x thin film materials library for phase analysis and correlation with phase transition properties
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For the combinatorial investigation of the influence of Si substitution on the phase transition and the magnetic properties of the CoMnGe phase, which is known to exhibit interesting magnetocaloric properties [1,2], a CoMnGe_{(1-x)}Si_x thin film composition gradient with up to 4 at.% Si was deposited by magnetron sputtering on a c-plane sapphire substrate. Preliminary XRD experiments performed in Bragg-Brentano geometry with a X’Pert Pro diffraction system by PANalytical and Cu-Kα radiation indicated that both the CoMnGe high-temperature (HT) phase and the Co$_2$MnGe phase are present in the thin film. However, due to an overlap of the only identifiable diffraction peaks, the (110) peak of the CoMnGe HT phase and the (220) peak of the Co$_2$MnGe phase, the influence of an increasing Si content on the crystal structure could not be determined. XRD(T) measurements furthermore showed that an increase of Si content has a significant influence on the phase transition properties of the thin film. For a thorough understanding of the influence of added Si on these properties, grazing incidence XRD experiments were performed at BL 9 with a beam energy of 15 keV, θ = 3° and using a mar345 image plate detector.

Figure 1: 2D diffraction pattern of the thin film measurement region with ~ 2at.% Si. The two most prominent diffraction signals are correlated to the CoMnGe HT phase.

The texture of the thin film did not change significantly with an increasing Si content. Figure 1 shows the 2D diffraction pattern of the measurement region with 2 at.% Si as an example. All diffraction signals show variations along φ, which indicates textured growth of all present phases. It can be clearly distinguished that the (102) diffraction signal of the CoMnGe HT phase shows strong intensity variations along φ. This explains the absence of this high intensity diffraction signal from the Bragg-Brentano XRD experiments. The (110) signal of CoMnGe HT phase appears to be more uniform while still showing slight intensity variations along φ. However, broadening occurs for the (110) signal where the intensity of the (102) signal
is at a minimum. This implies that the $\text{Co}_2\text{MnGe} (220)$ signal is strongest in this orientation. The textured growth of these thin films and the resulting diffraction patterns highlight the importance of GI-XRD experiments for a thorough phase analysis.

Figure 2 shows the $\phi$–integrated diffraction patterns for an increasing Si content with the intensity plotted over $2\theta$ (Cu-K$_\alpha$). Because of the high beam intensity as well as the use of the image plate detector, with which the diffraction patterns of textured materials can be investigated, the measurements performed at BL 9 yield significantly more information regarding the present phases and their crystal structures than the preliminary measurements. The diffraction patterns show that not only are the CoMnGe HT phase and the $\text{Co}_2\text{MnGe}$ phase present, but also the CoMnGe low-temperature (LT) phase and the Mn$_5$Ge$_3$ phase. With increasing Si content the (002) peak of the Mn$_5$Ge$_3$ phase decreases in intensity and cannot be identified anymore for contents of 1.7 at.% Si and above. The presence of this phase can also explain the irregular intensity changes near 39° for low Si contents. Furthermore, the intensity of the (211) peak of the CoMnGe LT phase decreases with an increasing Si content. The other diffraction peaks related to this phase show no significant variations in the composition range that was investigated. Specifically the findings related to the HT and LT phases of CoMnGe will help to explain the influences of increasing Si contents on the transition properties.

Figure 2: $\phi$-integrated diffraction patterns ($2\theta$ for Cu-K$_\alpha$) of the CoMnGe$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ thin film composition gradient. The diffraction peaks are indexed according to the stoichiometry of the respective phases of (Co-)Mn-Ge (see legend).
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Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys based on the materials system Ni-Co-Al are of interest as future materials in actuator devices. The bcc (Ni,Co)Al phase was found to show a martensitic transformation around the nominal composition of Ni$_{33}$Co$_{38}$Al$_{29}$ from a Pm-3m (austenite $\beta$) to P4/mm (martensite $\beta'$) space group structure [1, 2]. Using combinatorial materials science methods the region of existence of the martensitic transformation shall be understood first. Furthermore, the influence of the composition on the transformation temperature needs to be clarified.

Grazing-incidence diffractometry was performed at BL 9 on a Ni-Co-Al materials library covering a partial ternary composition spread around Ni$_{33}$Co$_{38}$Al$_{29}$. 174 diffraction patterns were acquired and then integrated into two dimensional data sets (Intensity over 2$\theta$, Cu-K$_\alpha$) for an easier structural analysis. Figure 1 shows the result of a phase analysis based on this diffraction data. The $\beta'$ phase is verified in a wide composition spread around the composition mentioned above. The $\beta$ phase and the Cu$_3$Au structure type phase (Ni,Co)$_3$Al were also found.

Figure 2 shows a two dimensional diffraction pattern of a measurement area containing the martensite phase with a composition of Ni$_{32}$Co$_{42}$Al$_{26}$. The (100), (200) $\beta$ phase and the (110) $\beta'$ phase rings show a locally increased intensity revealing a texture for both phases. Most of the rings however are closed and the structure is assumed to be polycrystalline. The texture information is useful to understand if texture affects the formation of phases or the martensitic transformation.
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Figure 1: Results of the phase analysis on the partial ternary Ni-Co-Al materials library. The region of existence of the martensite phase $\beta'$ is shown in orange.

Figure 2: Two dimensional diffraction pattern of the phase region including the martensite phase with a composition of $\text{Ni}_{32}\text{Co}_{42}\text{Al}_{26}$. 
High-throughput synchrotron grazing incidence XRD phase detection in Fe-Si-Ge and pure Ge thin films
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Starting in late 2015 and extending into the second half of 2016 Fe-Si-Ge thin film materials libraries and pure Ge thin films were investigated with XRD using grazing incidence geometry at BL9. We did those measurements in order to obtain the essential data about the structure and phase distribution of these thin film libraries. The Bragg-Brentano geometry of our in-house diffractometer proved inadequate for this purpose due to the fine-grained structure of films, resulting in low intensity peaks to be lost in the noise. The measurements were performed with a beam energy of 15 keV using the mar345 area detector. Fe-Si-Ge is specifically of interest for thermoelectric applications. For this project, a precise information about the phase distribution was essential. Correlating the film structure with the transport properties enables the fine-tuning of the materials properties for specific practical requirements.

For the phase analysis, peak indexing was first performed on the binary regions of the Fe-Si-Ge thin film libraries, Figure 1. The identified binary phase diffraction peaks were then compared to the peaks from diffractograms of the ternary film compositions. In this way shifts of the peaks for binary phases, due to the incorporated crystalline lattice defects, could be identified. The eventual presence of the unknown ternary Fe-Si-Ge phases was also examined.

For the film compositions containing amounts of Ge lower than \(~40\text{ at.}\%\) only binary Fe-Si phases could be detected. For such cases, diffractograms display similar patterns by means of detected peaks for wide range of compositions. The absence of diffraction peaks for Ge containing phases can have two explanations. One is that Ge, and the surplus of the other two elements, is incorporated as defects in the crystalline lattice of Fe-Si phases. The other is that Ge remained in the amorphous form. The first possibility is supported by the fact that diffraction peak shifts are observed for different film compositions, indicating different lattice parameters for different compositions. On the other hand, due to the inconclusive results from our in-house diffractometer the presence of the amorphous phase cannot be excluded. This will be verified subsequently by TEM.
Particularly interesting was the detection of the low intensity peaks for ternary compositions containing high amounts of Ge. For such compositions, the diffractograms show densely packed peaks that were not possible to detect by our in-house diffractometer (Bragg-Brentano), Figure 1, Figure 3. Such peak distribution is characteristic for FeGe, Fe\textsubscript{6.4}Ge\textsubscript{4}, and Fe\textsubscript{6}Ge\textsubscript{5} phases. Synchrotron XRD mapping was performed for up to 91 measurement areas with film compositions for different Fe-Si-Ge thin film libraries. The diffractograms were subsequently grouped according to their type, which gave the indication of phase formation in dependence of film composition. Moreover, the grazing incidence geometry of the synchrotron diffractometer eliminated the peaks characteristic for the sapphire substrate.
The obtained results indicate that the investigated ternary films do not crystallize well. A highly textured structure is formed only for a very narrow range of compositions. The data obtained by the synchrotron diffraction were essential for this project, since the use of conventional XRD measurements (Bragg-Brentano) proved to be inadequate. In Bragg-Brentano geometry, only the strongest diffraction peaks of the Fe-Si phases and Ge-Si solid solutions could be identified, while no information about Fe-Ge structures was obtained.

Figure 3: 2D synchrotron GI-XRD pattern for Fe-Si-Ge ternary with high proportion of Ge.

Figure 4: Synchrotron X-ray diffractograms grouped according to type for different ranges of Fe-Si-Ge film library compositions.
Diluted magnetic semiconductors which combine the properties of semiconductors and ferromagnets have been an important subject in materials science. Semiconductors with Curie temperatures above room temperature could revolutionize the field of spintronics by allowing control of the magnetization via application of voltage as observed e.g. for the ferromagnetic material galfenol [1]. Magnetic semiconductors, which are currently under investigation, still show a rather low Curie temperature making them inapplicable for technical use. However, GaMnAs seems to be a promising candidate for high Curie temperature material. GaMnAs is typically grown epitaxially on GaAs substrates with a limited manganese content of a few percent, as higher Mn contents cause the formation of Mn nanocrystals. This system was studied intensively in the past years. Starting at Curie temperatures of around 60 K, special hybrid systems containing GaMnAs show ferromagnetic behaviour up to temperatures of 200 K [2]. A detailed knowledge about the interrelation between structural properties and magnetism is still not existing for these systems.

To overcome this lack of knowledge high resolution x-ray diffraction experiments were performed at beamline BL9 of DELTA using a photon energy of 13 keV and a flow cryostat setup operated with liquid nitrogen. In order to minimize vibrations due to the nitrogen transfer tube the cryostat is connected to the diffractometer using ball bearings which ensure an excellent steadiness on the one hand and still allow sample movement along the z-axis on the other. The left side of figure 1 shows a photo taken of the experimental setup. A PILATUS 100K detector was used for data acquisition. Two samples with Curie temperatures of 60 K and 120 K were investigated. The goal of our experiment was to detect structural changes due to magnetostriction passing the Curie temperature. The small changes in the GaMnAs lattice were determined by measuring both, the GaAsMn (004) and the GaAs (004) reflection of the substrate which serves as an internal reference. Because of the liquid nitrogen measurements were carried out over a limited temperature range of 80 K to 160 K not reaching the Curie temperature of the 60 K sample. In order to observe the phase transition of the 60 K wafer

Figure 1: Left: The cryostat is mounted on a Huber Z-stage and connected to the diffractometer via ball bearings to minimize vibrations to the system. Right: Measured (004) Bragg rod of the 120 K sample. The relative changes between the Bragg peak position of the GaAs substrate and GaMnAs layer $\Delta \theta$ are investigated.
complementing experiments were carried out at beamline BM28 of the ESRF, utilizing liquid helium as a cooling agent.

A Bragg rod measured with the 120 K sample is displayed on the right side of figure 1. To investigate the structural changes due to magnetostriction, the thermal effect on the lattice has to be separated. The separation can be achieved in a first step of the data analysis by determining the relative changes $\Delta \theta$ between the GaAs and GaMnAs (004) Bragg peak positions. For this purpose the (004) GaAs peaks were shifted to the same value for every scan. In a second step the position of the (004) GaMnAs Bragg peak was determined by fitting a Gaussian curve to the data. The results presented in figure 3 shows the averaged angular separation $\Delta \theta$ for the wafer with a Curie temperature of 120 K and 60 K on the left on the right, respectively. Both samples show linear behavior of the angular separation on the temperature within the accuracy of the experiment. There are no indications of structural changes exceeding the Curie temperature, which leads to the conclusion that the GaMnAs layer is strongly pinned to the substrate and therefore hindering the magnetostriction effect on the lattice distortion within the experiments’ resolution of $2 \cdot 10^{-3}$Å.
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X-ray diffraction analysis of MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} layers grown onto MAPbCl\textsubscript{3} substrates
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Organo-metal halide perovskites have revolutionized thin-film photovoltaics as efficiencies were skyrocketing to levels >20\%. With optoelectronic properties almost at par with the most successful inorganic semiconductors such as GaAs, organo-metal halide perovskites also state an intriguing platform for light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers. Strikingly, single crystals of these materials can be grown at relatively low temperatures from a precursor solution with outstanding material quality. This seeds the prospect to grow heterostructures of perovskites with a different bandgap on top of each other by low-temperature solution epitaxy, e.g. MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} (E\textsubscript{g} = 2.3 eV) onto MAPbCl\textsubscript{3} (E\textsubscript{g} = 3.1 eV). Thereby, device structures for LEDs and lasers based on these materials are envisaged.

The diffraction experiments have been performed at BL10 of DELTA using x-ray of 13keV and a Pilatus detector. Samples 5, 100 and 200\(\mu\)m thickness of MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} grown onto MAPbCl\textsubscript{3} substrate were probed under fixed angle of incidence and the diffraction pattern was probed at different exit angles of the Pilatus detector, and subsequently composed to a common diffraction diagram. Both materials crystallize in a cubic structure but show a lattice mismatch of about 4\% percent. It was found that independent from the layer thickness both materials display their own diffraction pattern, i.e. no epitaxial condition could be observed. However, possible epitaxy close to the layer to substrate interface can be probed by using incidence angles close to the critical angle of total external reflection which become accessible measuring sample with layer thickness below one micron.
Fig. 1: Diffraction pattern of pure MAPbBr$_3$ (top) and MAPbCl$_3$ (bottom) and samples with 100µm and 5 µm layer thickness
Comparison of thermal induced lattice expansion of GaAs and (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots

H. Göhring, M. Paulus, C. Sternemann, T. Büning, M. Bayer, M. Tolan
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Self-assembled (In,Ga)As quantum dots (QDs) are crystalline inclusions on the scale of ten nanometers that are embedded in a GaAs matrix. Like atoms, carriers residing in QDs have discrete energy levels due to their three-dimensional confinement. The excellent optical quality of such systems has allowed studies on fundamental problems of light-matter-interaction and has paved also the way of QDs into applications as light emitters, ranging from single photon sources to high-power laser diodes [1, 2].

Tiemeyer et al. investigated the lattice distortion of (In,Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots induced by polarons of excited carriers for the first time utilizing high resolution x-ray diffraction [3]. They found a tetragonal distortion of the GaAs crystal lattice if QDs are present and attribute this anisotropic distortion to polaronic effects initiated by the optically excited QDs. However, the possibility remained that the observed distortion can be assigned to a pure thermal effect.

To rule out the pure thermal effect as an explanation high resolution x-ray diffraction experiments were performed on two samples with a photon energy of 15 keV at beamline BL9 at DELTA and a helium flow cryostat setup run on liquid nitrogen. The cryostat was connected to the diffractometer using ball bearings which ensure an excellent steadiness on the one hand and still allow sample movement along the z-axis on the other. A PILATUS 100K detector was used for data acquisition. The investigated samples were the same ones used in the work by

Figure 1: Left: Sketch of the QD sample consisting of a GaAs substrate, a (In,Ga)As multilayer structure and a capping layer [3]. Right: Measured GaAs (004) Bragg peak at a temperature of 100 K in red and a corresponding gaussian fit.

Tiemeyer et al; one GaAs wafer and an (In,Ga)As/GaAs QD multilayer structure grown on a (001) oriented 500 nm thick GaAs substrate. The multilayer counts 5 layers each consisting of a 1.9 monolayer thick InAs layer capped with 30 nm of GaAs, which is sketched on the left side of figure 1.

In order to determine the thermal impact on the crystals’ lattice distortion the (002) and (004) Bragg peaks of both samples was detected in a temperature range between 100 K and 125 K. This range was chosen, because the samples were also investigated at 100 K under optical
excitation. A typical scan is depicted in figure 1 on the right side. The change in lattice constant is obtained by investigating the differences $\Delta \theta$ between the (002) and (004) Bragg reflections. The measured change of the perpendicular lattice constant $\Delta a/a_s$ normalized by the measured 100 K lattice constant is shown in figure 2 (see also [3]). To ensure sufficient statistics we measured each data point four times consecutively. The linear regression to the data reveals slopes of $1.26 \pm 1.4 \times 10^{-5} \, K^{-1}$ and $1.13 \pm 1.4 \times 10^{-5} \, K^{-1}$ for the QDs and GaAs, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that the thermal lattice expansion is hardly modified by the included QDs within the experimental resolution. The change in slope yields a lattice constant difference between the QD and GaAs sample in the order of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ for $\Delta T = 10$ K. The thermal expansion of the lattice constant however, is found to be in the order of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ for the same temperature range. Comparing these findings to the elongation observed under optical excitation with $P$ ($\Delta a/a_s \sim 0.5 \times 10^{-5}$) we estimate the laser induced lattice heating to be about 1 K. It is therefore, highly unlikely to assign the tetragonal distortion to a pure thermal effect.

The findings of this beamtime were used to clarify and support the outcomes of Tiemeyer et al. and resulted in a publication in Nanotechnology [3].
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Structural and Spectroscopic Analysis of Lanthanide doped Nanoparticles
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The inorganic chemistry group of Siegen university synthesizes crystalline materials doped with Lanthanide ions as luminescent material. Although one can expect that the formed crystal field around the dopant changes the luminescence energy this effect was never experimentally confirmed. The samples used for this propose was Sc\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} doped by (1.3.5.7.9 and 15) \% Eu\textsuperscript{3+}. The structure investigations have been performed by X-ray powder diffraction analysis performed at BL P10 at DELTA synchrotron in Dortmund using photon energy of 12 KeV and a Pilatus 2D detector. The beam size was 4.0 * 0.5 mm\textsuperscript{2} (horizontal * vertical). The sample to detector distance was 412 mm.

Detailed investigation of diffraction patterns revealed retention of the Sc\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} lattice but the appearance of new Bragg peaks shifting linear with doping concentration (Fig. 1). From the same samples we measured the Eu\textsuperscript{3+} PL energy where selected transition displayed a PL-shift as function of dopant concentration as well. By combining XRD and PL data we could associate the measured PL shifts by the local strain field around the Lanthanide ions for the first time.
Figure 1: Shifting of (222) XRD peak with increase Eu$^{3+}$ concentration.
Short-time nitridation of electroplated chromium coatings in SiH₄-doped N₂-atmosphere analysed by GIXRD
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Introduction
Within the scope of a funded project concerning the development of a combined brazing-nitriding process for the production of water-cooled bipolar plates for PEM fuel cells, nitriding processes of chromium coated metal sheets during a furnace brazing process at different temperatures were investigated. Here we employed GIXRD in order to study short-time nitriding of electroplated chromium coatings on copper. The samples were heat treated in a conveyor belt furnace in monosilane (SiH₄)-doped N₂ atmosphere at 900 °C, 950 °C and 1000 °C and a dwell time of 15 min, Figure 1. For the GIXRD measurements a PILATUS 100K was used. The measurements have been performed at DELTA BL 10 [1] using an energy of 10 keV and a detector threshold of 8.5 keV to eliminate the contributions of fluorescence radiation from the samples to the recorded diffraction patterns. The incidence angle have been varied between 1° and 8°, while the PILATUS detector has been fixed at diffraction angles of 28° or 43°, respectively.

Results
In Fig. 2, GIXRD patterns of the samples collected at an incident angle Θ = 2° are presented. The penetration depth at this angle is of about 700 nm. The patterns of the native untreated sample only show a Cr-bcc reflex (♦) at 35.1°. The peak intensity is relatively small and the full width at half-maximum is rather large. Furthermore, the intensities of the reflexes do not increase with higher incident angles. Therefore it can be concluded that the native chromium layer (as electroplated) mainly consists of crystalline metallic Cr. Every pattern of the three heat treated samples show a peak quintet at 44.7° (112), 34.2° (111), 32.4° (002), 30.0° (110) and 23.6° (101), which can be clearly assigned to Cr₂N (♦). In the case of the sample heat treated at 1000°C and 950°C, the Cr₂N (♦) peak at 34.2° is the major reflex. At higher incident angles, the reflex at 44.7° (112) becomes the most intensive Cr₂N reflex. So it can be assumed that the preferred crystallographic orientation of Cr₂N changes within the surface layer of these samples. In the patterns of the sample heat treated at 950°C, the Cr reflex is also visible at each incident angle down to 1°. Either a very thin Cr₂N layer is located on top of the chromium, because the penetration depth at 1° is noticeably larger than the thickness of the Cr₂N layer, or significant amounts of metallic chromium are not transformed and still existing in the top layer, such that a mixture of Cr₂N and Cr is present at the surface. In contrast, all patterns of the sample heat treated at 1000°C do not show any Cr metal reflexes for incident angles below 3.5° with an X-ray penetration depth of about 1.3 µm. Assuming that the total
signal measured with the detector originated from a depth of three times the penetration depth, the thickness of the formed surface layers can be estimated to be about $3 \times 1.3 \, \mu m = 4 \, \mu m$.

Furthermore it can be assumed that at 950 °C and temperatures above, a recrystallization of the Cr took place. The presumption is supported by the fact that the integral intensity of the Cr reflex in patterns of the sample treated at 950°C is obviously higher than that of the native sample, although a significant amount of Cr$_2$N has formed on this sample and the primary x-ray intensity was almost identical.

On sample 1 (900 °C) no change in the preferred crystallographic orientation of Cr$_2$N can be detected. The reflex at 44.7° (112) is still dominant at 8°. A Cr reflex is detectable for every incident angle and its intensity increases with higher incident angles. From the data it can be concluded that 900 °C are not sufficient to prepare a dense layer of Cr$_2$N on the surface. Three very weak peaks at 26.9°, 29.0° and 43.5° can be seen at all the patterns of the heat treated samples especially for small incident angles. These can be assigned to Cr$_2$O$_3$ (♣), from which traces seem to be present on or near the surface. Such a formation of Cr$_2$O$_3$ had been detected previously when heat treating stainless steel under similar process conditions [2]. It is quite unclear at what instant of time (heating, cooling, during first contact with air upon leaving the furnace) the formation of Cr$_2$O$_3$ happened. In this context it is important to emphasize that obviously no equiatomic CrN had been formed within the temperature range investigated, although this reaction product would be thermodynamically preferred rather than Cr$_2$N [3]. Due to the short process time, thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are possibly not attained, and the formation of CrN is in addition less favored by kinetics. With a view on possible applications, this is a promising result, since Cr$_2$N provides a good corrosion protection and an electric contact to the substrate, which are both essential features for bipolar plates.
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Transition metals (W, Mo, Ti and V) form structures of the \( \text{Me}_{n}\text{O}_{2n-1}\), \( \text{Me}_{n}\text{O}_{3n-1}\) or \( \text{Me}_{n}\text{O}_{3n-2}\)-type with recurring vacancies under thermal load and oxidizing environment \[1\]. The formation of those reactive films in sliding contacts under elevated temperature provides enhanced tribological properties such as decreased frictional forces. In terms of coating technologies, Bobzin et al. \[1\] emphasize the relevance of vanadium for lubrication. Regarding vanadium oxides, vanadium pentoxide (\( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5\)) shows the lowest melting temperature (melting point: 678°C \[2\]; 670°C \[3\]) of the vanadium oxides and can consequently act above the melting point as solid lubricant with a certain liquid amount \[4\]. It is also a promising candidate for friction reduction at operating temperatures below the melting temperature, due to its low decohesion energies \( G \) \[1\].

In terms of thin film technologies, vanadium-doped PVD coatings have already been studied by numerous authors with respect to their tribological behavior. In contrast, the tribological behavior or rather the coating characteristics of vanadium-doped arc sprayed coatings have not been examined yet. The aim of this study was to characterize iron-vanadium coatings deposited by the Twin Wire Arc Spraying (TWAS) process with respect to their oxidation behavior at elevated temperatures and to correlate the formation of oxides to the tribological properties observed in dry sliding experiments.

### Experimental

As substrate material round C45 steel specimens with a diameter of 40 mm and thickness of 6 mm were employed. Before spraying, the surfaces of the samples were sand blasted with corundum and afterwards cleaned in an ultrasonic bath filled with ethanol. As feedstock material two different cored wires (Fa. Durum Verschleisschutz, Germany) with a diameter of 1.6 mm were used. The vanadium doped cored wire (referred to as “Fe-V”) consists of approximately 29.9 wt.% of V (in wt.%: 0.07 C, 0.25 Mn, 0.33 Si, 0.38 Al, 29.91 V, Bal. Fe). As opposed to that, a low carbon steel wire delivered as cored wire (in wt.%: 0.07 C, 0.11 Si, 0.25 Mn, Bal. Fe) serves as a reference (referred to as “Fe-Fe”). In order to deposit the coatings, the Smart Arc 350 PPG spraying system (Fa. Oerlikon Melco, Switzerland) was utilized. **Table 1** summarizes all parameter settings which have been employed for deposition of both feedstock materials. The layers were produced by applying two overruns for each specimen.

**Tab. 1:** Spray parameter settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handling parameters</th>
<th>Spray parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spray angle [°]</td>
<td>Voltage [V]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray distance [mm]</td>
<td>Current [A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun velocity [m/s]</td>
<td>Primary gas pressure [MPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track pitch [mm]</td>
<td>(compressed air)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate the tribological behaviour of the coatings, high temperature ball-on-disk (BOD) tests at 25°C and from 350°C up to 750°C in 100°C steps were performed with the “HighTemperature Tribometer” (Fa. CSM, Switzerland). The surface of all samples was machined and polished. An alumina ball (2300 HV) with 6 mm diameter and a load of 5 N was used as a counterbody. A sliding distance of 200 m without lubricant was employed. The velocity was kept at 40 cm/s and the radius of the circular path was maintained constant at 10 mm. The phase composition of the coating was analyzed via x-ray diffraction at beamline BL9 of the synchrotron light source DELTA. The samples were annealed up to different temperatures (350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, 750°C) utilizing a heat plate with graphite dome, type DHS 1100 (Fa. Anton Paar, Austria). The photon energy was set to 27 keV (wavelength $\lambda = 0.4592 \, \text{Å}$) and a MAR345 image plate detector was used for the detection. The beam size was set to 0.1 x 1.0 mm$^2$ ($v \times h$) and the angle of incidence was 5 degrees. The diffraction patterns were obtained from the MAR images using the FIT2D program package [5]. Afterwards the 2 Theta scale of the diffraction patterns was converted to a wavelength of $\lambda = 1.5406 \, \text{Å}$.

Results

In terms of dry sliding experiments, both coating systems show a different tribological behavior along the investigated temperature range. Within elevated temperature a decrease of the coefficient of friction (COF) of the Fe-V-coating is observed. In particular, above 550°C the COF diminishes significantly. In contrast, the COF of the Fe-Fe-coating remains constant over the whole temperature range. Up to 450°C the Fe-Fe coating showed a lower COF when compared to the Fe-V coating. Nevertheless, the Fe-V coating exhibits a friction reduction of 42% at 750°C in contrast to the Fe-Fe-coating.

**Fig. 1:** Coefficient of friction of different specimens for various temperatures taken in dry sliding experiments

**Figure 2** shows the diffraction patterns of the Fe-V-coating taken at different temperatures in the range of 25°C up to 750°C. After coating deposition V$_2$O$_3$, VO and Fe$_3$O$_4$ can be detected. Below 550°C no significant changes are observed during annealing with respect to the formation of oxide phases. Above 550°C the intensity of Fe$_3$O$_4$ (magnetite) decreases (30.1°, **Fig. 2a**), which means that the amount of Fe$_3$O$_4$ decreases in the coating. On the other hand, the strongest increase of the intensity of Fe$_2$O$_3$ (hematite) can be seen above 550°C (24.2°, **Fig. 2a**). Considering thermodynamic aspects, the occurrence of Fe$_2$O$_3$ due to annealing is more likely than Fe$_3$O$_4$ [6] and accordingly Fe$_2$O$_3$ is the thermodynamically more stable oxide in this temperature range. Vanadium oxides (V$_2$O$_5$, VO$_2$) and Fe-V-rich oxides (Fe$_{0.11}$V$_{2.16}$O$_{5.16}$, Fe$_{0.75}$V$_{0.75}$O$_{5.16}$, FeVO$_4$) are formed under thermal load and oxidizing environment as seen above 550°C. In the case of VO$_2$, the structure is not clearly identifiable. In **Fig. 2a** and 2b the positions and relative intensities of the Bragg peaks of monoclinic (14), tetragonal (136) and orthorhombic (62) VO$_2$ are shown and match to the peaks of the coating. VO$_2$ features a metal-insulator transition at 68°C from tetragonal to monoclinic structure [7]. Since there is no difference between the plots at 25°C and 350°C, it can be assumed that only one
phase is present. The VO$_2$ peak of the coatings occurs only above 550°C and therefore it can be stated that the tetragonal phase is only included. But it is also reported, that the transition temperature can shift, if stresses are existing in the coatings [8]. The presence of the orthorhombic phase is unlikely because this phase arises only at pressures larger 13.7 GPa as reported by Bai et al. [9].

![XRD pattern of the Fe-V coating obtained under different temperatures (25°C, 350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, and 750°C) in the 2 Theta range of a) 13.5°-38°, and b) 46°-69°. The 2 Theta axis is scaled to a photon energy of 8 keV. Space group numbers are indicated in parenthesis.](image)

**Fig. 2:** XRD pattern of the Fe-V coating obtained under different temperatures (25°C, 350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, and 750°C) in the 2 Theta range of a) 13.5°-38°, and b) 46°-69°. The 2 Theta axis is scaled to a photon energy of 8 keV. Space group numbers are indicated in parenthesis.

XRD-analyses show that the Fe-V-coating forms different vanadium oxides above 550°C, whereby the formation of VO and V$_2$O$_5$ mainly leads to enhanced friction behavior. However, it has not clarified which oxides allow the incipient friction drop of the Fe-V-coating at temperatures above 450°C. Nevertheless, the knowledge gained by these experiments is of great interest. In forthcoming studies, different contents of vanadium as well as different metallic matrices such as cobalt based alloys should be investigated. Moreover, the oxidation behavior of thin films containing vanadium in combination with wear resistant CrAlN coatings is also of great interest for future investigations.
Especially, the temperature-induced phase transformation in dependency of the vanadium content, and crystalline structure are of major interest.
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Investigation of structural flexibility in metal-organic framework thin films by in-situ grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
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Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs), a new class of porous inorganic-organic hybrids, have been studied extensively in the past two decades due to their outstanding porosity, chemical modularity and structural diversity. MOFs are constructed by a building-block principle and the different components can be replaced or modified, thus allowing a high grade of tunability. This versatility makes MOFs promising materials for various applications such as gas separation and storage, and makes them superior over other common porous materials, such as silica or zeolites. A fascinating subclass of MOFs are soft porous crystals, [1] which possess an inherent structural flexibility and can undergo a single-crystal to single crystal transition when exposed to an external stimulus, such as gas adsorption/desorption, temperature or pressure. [2] An example for an interesting material that undergoes this transition is the pillared-layered material \([M_2(\text{fu-bdc})_2(\text{dabco})]_n\) (\(M = \text{metal ions such as } \text{Zn}^{2+}, \text{Co}^{2+}, \text{Ni}^{2+} \text{and } \text{Cu}^{2+}; \text{fu-bdc} = 2,5-(\text{dialkoxy})\text{benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate}; \text{dabco} = 1,4-\text{diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane}). [3]

The integration of functionalized MOFs in micro systems and devices requires the deposition of MOF thin films on substrates. These composite materials offer high potential in assorted applications, such as chemical sensors, separation membranes and capillary columns for gas chromatography. [4] The stepwise liquid phase epitaxy method (LPE) is one of the potential methods to achieve MOF thin films of well-defined layer thickness or crystallite size with controlled crystallographic orientation leading to so-called surface-mounted metal-organic frameworks (SURMOFs). [5]

Herein, we fabricated the Cu-based pillared-layered SURMOFs, \([\text{Cu}_2(\text{fu-bdc})_2(\text{dabco})]_n\), by LPE process. The structural flexibility of the fabricated SURMOFs upon adsorption and desorption of methanol vapor was monitored by in-situ grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD), collected at Beamline BL09 at DELTA Synchrotron, Germany (X-ray energy of 15 keV or wavelength 0.828 Å, refined sample-to-detector distance of 599 mm and the incidence angle of 0.6°). The activation of SURMOF by He purging partly changes the MOF structure from the large-pore phase to the narrow-pore phase (approximately 50%), Figure 1 (red curves). The loading of methanol for at least 20 % \(P/P_0\) into the activated SURMOF is required in order to change the structure from the narrow-pore phase back to the large-pore phase, Figure 1 (orange curves). This structural flexibility is reversible upon adsorption and desorption of methanol vapor from the MOF pores as schematically illustrated in Figure 2. Further investigation is required to get insight into the structural-flexible phenomena of this MOF anchored to the substrate surface.
Figure 1 (a) In-situ monitoring of GIXRD (Out-of-plane cuts) of the $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{fu-bdc})_2(\text{dabco})]_n$ SURMOF upon adsorption and desorption of methanol vapor at 25°C

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of structural flexibility upon adsorption and desorption of methanol vapor into the SURMOFs
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Supramolecular structure of monohydroxy alcohols at high pressure
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Hydrogen bonds are essential for the structure and dynamics of alcohols, aqueous solutions and water. Monohydroxy alcohols (MAs) have been studied as a model system for hydrogen bonded fluids in general for decades [1]. Due to the interplay of hydrogen bonding and steric hindrance, they are supposed to form supramolecular structures such as chains and rings in the liquid phase. These supramolecular clusters cause an absorption band in the mHz to GHz regime, referred to as Debye process, which distinguishes MAs and water from most other liquids. 2-ethyl-1-hexanol (2E1H) has been investigated intensively over a wide range of temperature and pressure. Especially, a nonlinear temperature evolution with a change of slope at 250 K of the strength of the Debye process has been a surprising result [2]. Moreover, an oppositional pressure dependence compared to the ring building MA 4-methyl-3-heptanol (4M3H) has been found [3]. The origin of these phenomena calls for an explanation on molecular level. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a valuable tool to obtain information about typical length scales in liquids. XRD patterns of 2E1H and 4M3H were measured employing the setup for high pressure small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering at BL9 [4]. The measurements were performed at temperatures of 276 K, 300 K, and 343 K. The pressure was increased in steps of 500 bar until the maximum pressure of 4500 bar was reached. In some cases the Kapton window of the sample holder broke; those XRD patterns were not taken into account. The incident photon energy was 24 keV, which allowed the beam penetrate through the diamond windows of the high-pressure cell. Figure 1 shows the diffraction patterns of 4M3H and 2E1H at 276 K and 343 K. They consist of two peaks in the medium wave vector transfer (q) range, which is typical for an alcohol [5]. The main diffraction peak is mainly due to the carbon-carbon correlations in the liquid. It features a less intense prepeak at smaller q-values. This prepeak caused by supramolecular arrangements and its position displays a typical distance between the oxygen skeletons of the supramolecular clusters separated by the carbon chains of the molecules [5, 6]. As depicted from figure 1, both peaks shift to higher q-values at increasing pressure, which is due to the increased density (a detailed discussion of the peak parameters is presented in reference [7]). The combined shift of both peaks is in line with the compressibility for 2E1H [8]. Furthermore, the prepeak intensity decreases with increasing pressure in both alcohols at all temperatures. This might indicate a reduced number of supramolecular arrangements in the liquid [9]. Interestingly, the width of the prepeak σ_{pp} develops in oppositional directions in 2E1H and 4M3H at temperatures of 276 K and 300 K, as presented in figure...
2. The values of $\sigma_{pp}$ are approaching each other with increasing pressure. The prepeak width $\sigma_{pp}$ correlates with the degree of local order in the molecule distribution [10]. It differs significantly at ambient conditions and is similar at high pressures. This suggests that the supramolecular structures are more alike at high pressures, which is in line with dynamic measurements that have suggested a disintegration of supramolecular arrangements [3]. In 2E1H a shortening of supramolecular chains and in 4M3H a transformation of ring like clusters into chainlike ring fragments has been proposed [3]. Such a transition is sketched in figure 2 b). It has to be mentioned that temperature has a major influence on the XRD patterns. Increasing the temperature leads to a decrease of the prepeak intensity. Therefore, it can be concluded that increasing the temperature leads to a disintegration of supramolecular structures and an increasing amount of monomers in the liquid. At the highest temperature of 343 K $\sigma_{pp}$ differs significantly in 2E1H and 4M3H. In both liquids the prepeaks become wider with increasing pressures, which is due to the increasing number of monomers in both liquids. The structures are strongly disturbed by temperature in 4M3H; probed via an increasing width and a decreasing intensity of the prepeak. At a temperature of 343 K the amount of supramolecular structure is strongly reduced and a further disturbance can be observed. The temperature dependence is less pronounced in 2E1H; the same temperature behavior was observed in 2E1H in previous measurements.

In a nutshell, the XRD patterns support the structure model that has been proposed on the basis of dielectric measurements. Further insights could be gained by comparing these data with results from molecular dynamic simulations. Additionally, investigations employing diamond anvil cells at BL9 will allow to access a wider range of pressure and temperature in the near future.

Figure 2: a) $\sigma_{pp}$ of 2E1H and 4M3H at temperatures of 276 K, 300 K and 343 K at increasing pressures up to 4500 bar, b) sketch of the structural rearrangements at high pressure in 2E1H and 4M3H.
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Temperature dependent powder diffraction studies on coordination polymers with acetylenedicarboxylate as linker
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From high-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction data recorded at BL9 we were able to refine the crystal structures of the trivalent rare earth acetylenedicarboxylates $[\text{RE}_2(\text{ADC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6]\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O}$ with $\text{RE} = \text{Yttrium, Holmium, Erbium}$ crystallizing in an already known structure type [1]. As these structures crystallize in the triclinic space group $P\overline{1}$, the diffraction patterns show a large number of reflections, as illustrated in figure 1 for $[\text{Y}_2(\text{ADC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6]\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O}$. For the Rietveld refinement of the data, the program GSAS [2] was used. Due to 18 crystallographically independent atoms in the unit cell, the number of refined parameters is quite large so that soft constraints/restraints had to be used for a stable refinement. Therefore a large number of reflections with well defined intensities are needed. The data recorded at BL9/DELTA meet these requirements. The samples were measured in capillaries, sealed in advance in our labs in Cologne. As expected for rare earth cations, the volume of the three refined compounds decreases with increasing atomic numbers and fits very well to the other unit cell volumes of the known compounds of this structure type.

The thermal expansion of the anhydrous acetylenedicarboxylates $\text{Cs}_2(\text{ADC})$ and $\text{Eu}(\text{ADC})$ was investigated at BL9 by means of temperature-dependent powder diffraction below room temperature. Again, these samples were sealed in capillaries in advance in our labs in Cologne. Starting at room temperature, the samples were cooled down with a defined...
temperature program using the Cryostreamer Cryojet-700-Compact (Oxford Cryosystems) provided by DELTA. At each defined temperature a powder pattern of the sample was recorded. The subsequent warming up to room temperature was also controlled with the cryostreamer.

The evaluation of the recorded data was performed with Jana2006 [3a] using Le Bail Fits [3b]. As expected due to our former investigations, Cs$_2$(ADC) shows a positive thermal expansion below room temperature (see figure 2, right). For Eu(ADC) we found a negative thermal expansion below room temperature, comparable to that reported for Sr(ADC) [4].

**Figure 2:** Exemplary Le Bail Fit of Cs$_2$(ADC), recorded at 250 K (left) and thermal expansion of Cs$_2$(ADC) between 100 and 300 K (right).

Furthermore the thermal behavior of the anhydrous acetylenedicarboxylate Pb(ADC) was investigated below room temperature. In line with our investigations by low temperature differential scanning calorimetry (LT-DSC) we expected a phase transition at about 250 K. But in the temperature-dependent powder diffraction patterns only a distinct broadening of the reflections and simultaneous amorphization was observed. All attempts to solve the crystal structure of this amorphous phase failed so far.

For all experiments described in the report the detector Pilatus100K was used.
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Direct monitoring of polymer recrystallization
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Due to their electric properties, mechanical flexibility and easy solution based processibility there are various applications for conjugated polymers in organic electronics. The mobility of the charge carriers, which is a key parameter for the performance of electronic devices, is strongly influenced by the orientation of the crystals in the typically semicrystalline polymer films.

Figure 2: 2D diffraction patterns of iPS during the recrystallization experiment (left) and radial line profiles (right) of the highlighted areas at initial room temperature, at 220 °C and after cooling back to room temperature.
Therefore, gaining information about the mechanisms of the growth process will be valuable in order to control it.\cite{1,2} Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction experiments during the crystal growth provides valuable information about a timescale and an evolution of the structural features.

The authors acknowledge the BMBF (project number: 05K13PS4) for the financial support.
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Role of alkyl chain substituent on self-assembly properties of donor-acceptor polymers.
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In contrast to our previous studies1 where the influence of geometry and substitution position of alkyls side chains on self-assembly properties has been investigated, role of alkyl chain substituent length on self-assembly properties of donor-acceptor CDT-BTZ polymers has been performed. For this purpose, two different substituents, hexadecyl (C16, P1) and eicosyl (C20, P2) in CDT-BTZ structure (Figure 1) have been synthesized and correlation between backbone alignment on molecular organization and its impact on charge transport characteristics in field-effect transistors has been discussed. These results have been recently published in Chemistry of Materials.2

Figure 1. Chemical structure of CDT-BTZ polymers P1 and P2

To investigate the impact of the alkyl chain length on the molecular packing structure of CDT-BTZ thin films, GIWAXS measurements was performed. The improvement of ordering in thin films was confirmed by the increase in interlayer coherence length represented by the corresponding full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) parameters. To understand better the relation between alkyl substituents and supramolecular organization, two types of samples were prepared based on drop-casting and compression. First, the influence of the alkyl chains length (C16 or C20) in drop-cast films was investigated. GIWAXS patterns in Figure 2 a,b for drop-cast films indicate little difference in ordering between P1 and P2. Both polymers revealed an edge-on and face-on mixture in the surface arrangement. In the case of P2, the interlayer and π-stacking reflections were detected on the out-of-plane pattern and correspond to d-spacings of 2.82 and 0.35 nm. The same organization was found for P1 with interlayer and π-stacking spacings of 2.52 and 0.35 nm. The minor variation in the interlayer distance between P1 and P2 was related to the different side chain length. Therefore, it could be assumed that the alkane interdigitation is basically identical for both polymers not affecting the π-stacking. Moreover, the out-of-plane interlayer coherence length remained unchanged for both polymers. Coherence lengths of 13.6 nm for P1 and 17.0 nm for P2 were determined corresponding in each case to six layers. The same interlayer coherence length corresponding to 6 layers was found for the films obtained by compressing (Figure 2 c,d). On the basis of the described results, it could be
concluded that the interlayer and π-stacking distances and coherence lengths for both CDT-BTZ polymer derivatives were not dependent on the film deposition method.

Figure 2. Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) patterns of (a) P1 and (b) P2 drop-cast films. GIWAXS patterns of (c) P1 and (d) P2 compressed films.

One of the important research directions in Organic Electronics, called Stretchable/Flexible Electronics, has attracted a lot of attention: possibility to create cheaper, lighter, more mechanically stable, fully organic, chemically/biologically compatible electronics shows huge potential along with numerous practical applications in different fields and daily life. As an active layer one can use various combinations of polymer compounds and one of such special class of solution-processible regioregular polythiophenes- P3HT provide nice film formed structure with self-organised microcrystalline domains, created by interchain stacking of 2D sheet-like lamella, formed by assembly of polymer backbones and thiophene rings and particularly interesting for us, due to its semiconducting properties.[1] [2] [3] Another usage of chemical organic compounds can be found in solar cell technology: one of the example of polymer:fullerene solar cells- poly[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]-dithiophene-2,6-diyli][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]-thieno[3,4-b]-thiophenediyl] (PTB7). This active novel donor material consists of bulk heterojunction films, created by conjugated polymers and fullerene derivatives and provide low bandgap light absorption, high power conversion efficiency (PCE), appropriate energy level positions and quite high carrier mobilities. [4] [5] [6] It was shown, that different types of material can be used as candidates for flexible substrates, such as: kapton, polyethylene, paper, polyimide, textiles, fibers, PDMS, Si-elastomers, etc. We have chosen in our research for flexible substrates textiles, PDMS and Si-elastomers, as for the conjugated polymers, we have used 2 main materials, used in Organic Electronics- P3HT (regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophen)) and PTB7. Naturally, in such comparably new field, there are a lot of unsolved problems and open questions, so in our discovery, we have decided to focus on behaviour of polymer film on top of the flexible substrate and mechanical stability of such objects, via applying external force. To provide stretching movement, we have created at the University of Siegen special motorized stage. Structural investigations we have conducted at BL9, DELTA, using the grazing incidence X-ray diffraction method (GIXD) for in-situ X-ray structural investigations of different stretchable substrates coated with polymer films. On the picture below we can see comparison of polymer P3HT peaks coated on several substrates:

Fig.1. Out of plane profile for P3HT without elongation for 2 substrate materials: textiles with different waving structure and Elastomer. On the picture also presented picture of clean substrates, schematic description of in-situ measurements during stretching and coating method we used.
After several experimental trials with different substrates, we have stopped on PDMS with thickness 0.7-0.8mm. We present comparison of internal microcrystalline structure in our polymer film, formed by 2 main polymers on top of the same substrate type. On the picture below, one can see a notice in peaks shape for P3HT and PTB7 respectively depending on elongation level:

The interplanar distances during a stretching process for both polymer types show distinctive modification in initial arrangement of microcrystalline domains. The substrate movement imply a strong effect on lamellar film structure followed by the additional surface effects and creating cracks for the higher strains.

The authors acknowledge the support of the DAAD through the PROCOPE program (project No 57211900) for the financial support.
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A lipid bilayer is the basic component of cell membranes, which separate the intracellular and extracellular region and regulates the mass transfer between both regions in all living organisms. We use solid-supported DMPC (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) bi- and multilayers with different concentrations of cholesterol as model membranes to examine the pressure-dependent behavior of those structures by x-ray reflectivity measurements.

In a former experiment we investigated the phase behavior of solid-supported multilayers of pure DMPC at high hydrostatic pressure using the same methods. We were able to determine phase boundaries between the liquid phase und different gel phases and, moreover, observed specific effects like a pressure-induced multilayer formation and a pressure-dependent filling of the water layers between the separate lipid bilayers in a multilayer system [1]. By adding cholesterol to the investigated lipid layers, we went one step forward to a more biologically relevant structure, as in nature, membranes are highly complex systems that are interstratified by cholesterol and proteins.

In order to obtain information about the vertical arrangement of solid-supported DMPC membranes with cholesterol, we conducted high energy x-ray reflectivity measurements at the solid-liquid interface between silicon and an aqueous buffer solution at beamline BL9 at DELTA. These measurements were performed in a custom-made high hydrostatic pressure cell [2] and at a photon energy of 27 keV. The beam size was 0.1 mm (vertical) × 1 mm (horizontal). Pressures up to 4 kbar and a temperature of 20 °C were applied. Our samples were prepared on silicon wafers by a spin coating process. For this purpose, 2 mg DMPC and different amounts of cholesterol up to 28 mol% were dissolved in 2 ml 2-propanol.

The measurements that were taken at DELTA are a completion of a data set that were obtained at ID31 at the ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility). On the basis of this data set, we observed that at 20 °C, the lipid layers are in a gel phase and show an approximately linear change of their thickness with increasing pressure, so that it is possible to describe their behavior by a linear compressibility. Moreover, we found a fundamental difference between the compressibilities of bi- and multilayers. The compressibility monotonically decreased with increasing amount of cholesterol undergoing a change of sign at about 25 mol% in the bilayer case, while it was non-monotonic and permanently negative in the multilayer case. At DELTA we successfully reproduced the corresponding measurements and were able to confirm the results, as is shown in figure 2.

Figure 1 shows some of the reflectivity curves. The data of a pure DMPC bilayer and a multilayer containing a high amount of cholesterol, each at 50 and 4000 bar, are depicted. As one can see, the oscillation period of the bilayer reflectivity increases with increasing pressure, meaning that the bilayer thickness decreases and the corresponding compressibility is positive. However, the position of the multilayer Bragg peaks shifts to smaller values as the pressure increases, meaning that the layer thickness increases and the compressibility is negative.
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by the Forschergruppe 1979 (DFG-FOR1979) and Cluster of Excellence RESOLV (EXC 1069) founded by the DFG.
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Fig. 1: *Left:* Bilayer reflectivity data of pure DMPC. *Right:* Reflectivity data of DMPC multilayers containing 28 mol% cholesterol.

Fig. 2: Compressibilities of DMPC bi- and multilayers containing different concentrations of cholesterol. The results of a former experiment conducted at the ESRF in comparison with the values obtained at DELTA.
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During our beamtime at the beamline 9 of the DELTA electron storage ring in Dortmund in December 2015 we continued our studies on the effect of structural modifications on the self-assembly of oligoprolines conjugated with sterically demanding chromophores (alkynylated perylene monoimides - PMI) (Figure 1). Our results demonstrated that the conjugates between building blocks that do not tendency to self-assemble by their own but govern the spatial orientation between π-systems allows for direct control self-assembly properites. However small changes in the length of the peptide backbone have strong influence on the supramolecular assembly of oligoproline-PMI conjugates, forming self-assemblies from worm-like threads via fibrils to nanosheets structures. These results have been recently published in Angew Chem Int Edit1 and Chemistry - A European Journal2.

To understand the relation between the oligoproline length and the supramolecular order grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was used for 1Ra–1Re deposited from mixtures of THF and H2O (30:70) on Si/SiO2 substrates. The GIWAXS patterns (Figure 2) indicate an similar supramolecular organization for the whole series, but significant differences in long-range ordering. As previously reported,1 the π-stacking distance between intercalated PMI units is determined from wide-angle reflections, mostly located on equatorial plane of the pattern, and slightly varies between the oligoprolines. The distance is 3.70 Å for 1Ra and 1Rd, whereby the corresponding scattering peak is sharper, but rather isotropic for the first oligoproline (Figure 2). This is characteristic for a higher crystallinity between PMI units, but lack of orientational order of the crystallites towards the surface as in the case of 1Rd.

Figure 1. General structure of oligoproline-PMI conjugates.
Interestingly, 1Rb and 1Rc reveal a tighter packing with values of 3.40 Å and 3.60 Å, respectively (Figure 2a-b). An additional equatorial wide-angle reflection for both derivatives suggest a tilting or shifting of the PMI units towards each other which is missing for 1Ra and 1Rd. In contrast, the longest oligoproline 1Re shows no π-stacking due to high disorder in the PMI packing. On the meridional plane of the GIWAXS pattern for all oligoprolines, 1Ra–1Re, one or more higher order reflections appear which are related to the intercalated double layer (Figure 2b). This assembly is based on a hydrophobic inner part consisting of the intercalated PMI units and outer hydrophilic oligoprolines. The d-spacing of the double layer is determined from the 1st order reflection and slightly changes between the differently long oligoprolines with 23.20 Å for 1Ra and 1Re, 25.00 Å for 1Rc and 1Rd, as well as 23.60 Å for 1Rb. More importantly, the number of higher reflections strongly differs between the compounds implying variations in long-range order of the assemblies. While the patterns display only the first order peak for 1Ra, 1Rb and 1Re, oligoprolines 1Rc and 1Rd give rise to reflections up to 4th order. From these results, it can be concluded that the oligoproline length of 1Rc and 1Rd seem to possess an optimum persistence length to yield higher order than in the case of 1Ra, 1Rb and 1Re. In the case of the longest oligoproline 1Re the oligoproline backbone is probably too flexible to allow even a packing of the PMI units within the double layer.

Figure 2. GIWAXS pattern of 1Rb a) and 1Rc b) after deposition from a solution in THF:H2O (30:70); c) 1D GIWAXS profiles of 1Ra–1Re as a function of scattering vector q. The reflections for the double layer structure and the intralayer packing of the PMI units are indicated in the integrations.
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Inside cells, proteins are surrounded by different macromolecules, including proteins themselves, which cover approximately 30% of the available volume. It has been shown that the reduction of free space and the accompanied change of osmotic pressure has a significant impact on the conformational stability, dynamics and hence reactivity of proteins, which changes also their resistance to temperature or pressure-induced denaturation [1]. The aim of the experiment was the investigation of the impact of crowder molecules of various sizes and chemical properties on protein-protein interactions in highly concentrated aqueous lysozyme solutions, and how these interactions are modulated by changes in water structural properties, by osmotic pressure, and by the macro-/nanoconfinement theses crowders impose. As model crowding agents the inert, polar and hydrophilic polysaccharide Ficoll PM 70 and its subunit sucrose are chosen.

SAXS measurements were performed at DELTA, Dortmund, b19 with a custom build high pressure cell [2] with removed diamond windows at ambient pressure at a sample temperature of 25 °C. An incident energy of 10 keV and a sample-to-detector distance of 1,1 m was used. To obtain the intermolecular interaction potential as a function of crowder concentration and crowder identity, SAXS curves of 15-20 (w/v)% aqueous lysozyme solutions in 25 mM BisTris buffer at pH 7 were recorded for Ficoll PM 70 and sucrose concentrations ranging from 5 to 25 (w/v)%.

Due to the marked increase of background scattering in case of the macromolecular crowding agent Ficoll, the correlation peak containing information on the intermolecular interaction between the protein molecules cannot be analyzed with sufficient accuracy beyond crowder concentrations of 10 wt.-% at lysozyme concentrations of 20 wt-% (FIG. 2.). Up to that crowder concentration, a marked shift of the correlation peak relative to the scenario in pure buffer solution is not observed, which can be explained by the strong repulsive protein-protein interactions of the highly positive charged lysozyme molecules (\(z=8\) at pH 7) in this protein solution, which can still be described by a relative open network structure at this macromolecular crowder concentration. In sucrose solutions, the background remains essentially flat in the \(q\)-range of interest. For the nanomolecular crowder sucrose, the second virial coefficient and the strength of the attractive part, \(J(c)\), of the intermolecular protein-protein interaction potential, \(V(r)\), have been derived for dense lysozyme solutions from SAXS data as a function of crowder concentration, applying a liquid-state theoretical approach. We observe a linear decrease of attractivity of the interaction potential with increasing sucrose concentration at ambient pressure. Different from the scenario observed for the macromolecular crowder, this indicates that marked changes of osmotic pressure induced by the nanocrowder sucrose at high concentrations in concert with the reduction of space owing to the excluded
volume effect, affect the intermolecular forces significantly (FIG 1. a-c). The effect observed may be explained-at least in part-by the repulsive excluded volume effect induced by the presence of the strongly hydrophilic sucrose [3].

FIG. 1 (a) Experimental SAXS intensities of a 15 (w/v)% lysozyme solution at 25 °C, ambient pressure and pH 7 for sucrose concentrations of 0 to 25 (w/v)% and the refinement of the data. (b) The experimentally determined strength, $f(c)$, of the attractive part of the interaction potential for sucrose concentrations up to 25 (w/v)%. (c) Total protein-protein interaction potential, $V(r)$ (solid line), derived of the sum of a repulsive screened Coulomb potential (dotted line), a hard sphere potential (black solid line) and an attractive Yukawian type part (dashed line) as a function of crowder concentration.

FIG. 2 (a) Experimental SAXS intensities of a 20 (w/v)% lysozyme solution and pure 5-20 (w/v)% Ficoll PM 70 solutions at 25 °C, ambient pressure and pH 7. (b) Data for the corresponding protein-crowder mixtures for 20 (w/v)% lysozyme
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Trypsin is a well known protein in biological and chemical research and used for many applications in the industry. The understanding of the behavior of trypsin at different interfaces like biological membranes is important for different research areas.

In this project the interaction of trypsin with hydrophilic interfaces is analyzed. We studied the behavior of trypsin at the solid-liquid interface between a hydrophilic silicon wafer and aqueous protein-solution using x-ray reflectivity (XRR). The focus of the project was the behavior of trypsin under high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) up to 5 kbar.

This experiment was performed at beamline BL 9 using the 27 keV XRR setup. We used an incident x-ray energy of 27 keV to go through the buffer solution in the cell and to prevent radiation damage. Trypsin was solved in a BisTris buffer at pH 7.5 with 0.1 mg/ml. In this pH-range trypsin has its highest activity. All measurements were performed at room temperature. We used a high pressure cell described in [1]. The pressure was increased from 50 to 5000 bar.

Figure 1: XRR data of trypsin under high hydrostatic pressure divided by the Fresnel reflectivity (left) and electron density profiles obtained by a fit of the XRR data minus the electron density of water (right).

Figure 1 shows the reflectivity curves and the electron density profiles obtained from a fit of the reflectivity data. The measurements show a pressure dependence. With rising pressure, a layer with approximately 20 Å thickness forms at the interface due to a pressure depended adsorption of trypsin at the interface.
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Hard X-ray spectroscopy
Biotransformation evidence of copper nanoparticles in cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) by XANES
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The rapid advancement of nanotechnology has resulted in increased production and use of commercially engineered nanoparticles (NPs). Due to their small size of typically less than 100 nm, those NP materials are thought to have antimicrobial properties and a potential risk of a phytotoxicity. Due the numerous uses of nanosized Cu and its oxides especially in the agricultural sector [1], there is high potential to gain the Cu NPs into the food chain, for example through contamination of food crops [2, 3]. Up to now it is not well understood if the toxicity potential of CuNPs and its oxides is as a result of chemical speciation/transformation in the plants or not, as only few studies have been carried out on the biotransformation and speciation of metal nanoparticles in plants, and there is a huge lack of information especially for CuNPs (e.g. [4-6]). Therefore, this study aims to investigate the uptake and translocation of CuNPs and the effects on some micro-nutrients in cowpea, and its transformation/speciation using the synchrotron X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES). For this purpose, test soil (pH=6.0) collected from the Botanical garden of the University of Ilorin, Nigeria, was air-dried and sieved (<2 mm). 2.5 kg of potted soil were loaded with an amount of 1000 mg of spherical CuNPs (Ionic Liquids GmbH, Germany) with an average particle size of 25 nm. This concentration appears to be a reasonable value in comparison to the maximum concentration of 1000 mg/kg as recommended for ecotoxicological tests of chemical substances according to the ISO guideline 11269-2 [7].

Seeds of cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) of accession no A1 8462 were collected from the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA, Nigeria). The seeds were treated in 10% sodium hypochlorite solution for 10 minutes to ensure surface sterility [8], followed by two consecutive rinsing with deionized water (DW). Five seeds were planted in a pot and left to germinate. Irrigation was carried out every day with 100-150 ml DW throughout the period of the experiment, and the seeds were allowed to grow for the exposure period of 21 days. Subsequently, the plants were harvested, washed with DW to remove adhering soil material and froze-dried for the synchrotron measurements at DELTA beamline 10. Cu speciation was done in the root, stem and leaves of the plants.

In Fig. 1, X-ray fluorescence spectra of different samples excited with a beam of 9100 eV photon energy are compared. As can be seen, the Cu contributions increase from the control sample (roots of plants grown in a soil with a Cu level <1mg/kg) with a value of about 6.7 mg/kg dried weight, to the leaves and the stem with about 25 mg/kg. The highest Cu content was measured for the roots with a concentration of about 164 mg/kg.

Various other cations such as K, Ca, Ti, Mn and Fe are detectable at different levels. Changes in these may as well be attributed to the growth in the CuNP-loaded soil and will be subject of a forthcoming publication [9].

\textbf{Fig. 1:} X-ray fluorescence spectra of different parts of cowpea plants grown in soil loaded with CuNPs (1000 mg per 2.5 kg soil) excited with 9100 eV photons. Cu-contributions increase from the control roots (no extra Cu NPs added, Cu level below 1 mg/kg), to the leaves, the stem and the roots of the investigated cowpea plants. Various other cations (K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe) are also detectable.
Cu K-edge XANES data of the roots were measured in the fluorescence mode using an energy-dispersive silicon drift diode (SDD) with a multichannel analyzer (Amptek XR100 SDD) and a large-area PIPS-diode, respectively. Several scans from 8920 eV to 9130 eV photon energy with typically 250 data points each with 10-12 s integration time per data point were collected and averaged. Spectra related to samples from the roots, the stem and the leaves as well as several reference samples (Cu metal foil, CuNPs, Cu2O, CuO, and Cu-histidine [9], Cu-nicotianamine [9], Cu-glutathione[9]) were measured and analyzed. In Fig. 2, XANES spectra at the Cu K-edge obtained from the roots are compared to those of selected Cu reference materials and the CuNPs. From the edge position, a Cu-valence close to +2 in the cowpea plant material can clearly be derived. Furthermore, the shape of the spectrum is very similar to that of the Cu\textsuperscript{2+} reference materials, especially to CuO and Cu-nicotianamine, suggesting that a copper uptake and biotransformation of the CuNPs has occurred. A more detailed evaluation and publication of the data is currently under way [10].

![Fig. 2: Normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra of the cowpea root sample in comparison to several Cu reference materials Cu-metal, CuNPs, Cu2O, CuO, Cu-nicotianamine [9], Cu-histidine [9] and Cu-glutathione [9].]
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The interaction between proteins strongly depends on the surrounding aqueous solution. Modifications in the surrounding water structure e.g. by the addition of ions or the application of pressure have a direct impact on the protein-protein interaction [1]. For instance, pressure dependent small angle x-ray scattering experiments have shown a minimum in the interaction strength at approximately 2 kbar [1]. This minimum was assigned to a collapse of the second hydration shell of water [2]. By adding kosmotropic salt ions to the aqueous solution, the minimum shifts to higher pressures due to the stabilization of the water structure [3]. The influence of the salt ions on the local water structure is therefore crucial for the understanding of the protein-protein interaction process. Thus, aqueous salt solutions with different concentrations under hydrostatic pressure were investigated by extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements, which provide an insight into the near environment of the yttrium ions.

We performed the EXAFS experiments at beamline BL 8 at DELTA in transmission geometry and with a high-pressure cell developed by C. Krywka [4]. To investigate the concentration dependence of the structural changes in the local environment of the yttrium ion, five different \( \text{YCl}_3 \) concentrations (0.1M, 1M, 2M, 2.5M, 3M) were used. For each concentration, EXAFS spectra were recorded as a function of pressure in the range from 50 bar to 5000 bar with a step size of 500 bar.

A raw spectrum for the 1M concentration at 1500 bar is shown in figure 1. Standard procedures were used for the background removal to extract the relevant EXAFS oscillation for further analysis [5]. The obtained spectra as example for the 2M solution are shown in the upper graph in figure 2 (a) at different pressure steps between 500 bar and 4500 bar. The spectra are plotted in the momentum space \( q = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (E - E_0) \), where \( E_0 \) is the inflection energy. To emphasize the oscillation in the relevant \( k \)-range, the spectra are weighted with a factor of \( k^2 \). In the lower graph, all concentrations at 2000 bar are plotted for a better comparison. The qualitative analysis of the spectra doesn’t show a pressure or concentration dependent change in the atomic distances, which would result in a shift to higher or lower \( k \)-values, respectively. The Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS spectrum gives the pseudo-radial distribution function (RDF) of the yttrium ion, which is shifted to lower \( R \)-values due to the influence of the atomic potentials. Here, \( R \) describes the distance to the yttrium ion. The FT of the spectra are plotted in figure 2 (b). No obvious changes in the atomic distances as a function of pressure or concentration were found. The maximum at 1.82 Å corresponds to the distance of the first coordination shell at approximately 2.34 Å - 2.36 Å [6].
For a quantitative and advanced analysis of the experimental data, molecular dynamic simulations for the different concentrations at ambient pressure were performed. The theoretical EXAFS spectra of the obtained structures were calculated with FEFF and fitted to the recorded spectra. By using the distance between the yttrium ion and the first coordination shell as a fit parameter, small radial changes could be examined. The chloride ions were neglected due to their low contribution to the theoretical EXAFS spectrum. The resulting radii of the first coordination shell at different pressure steps are shown in figure 3 (a) as an example for the 1M solution. The absolute error in the determination is given in the radius at 1 bar. Furthermore, to quantify the compression and to compare the different concentrations, linear regressions of the obtained data were performed for each concentration. The compression shows a concentration depended behavior as with increasing concentration the amount of the slope rises. However, the occurring effect is contrary to the macroscopic behavior of salt solutions, since it is known that a higher concentration leads to a weaker compressibility. For further explanation of the results additional measurements at higher pressures and more concentrations are necessary. Furthermore, additional measurements with better statistics would reduce the large absolute error in the determination of the shell radius.

Figure 2: (a) TOP: EXAFS spectrum of the 2M solution at different pressure steps. The peak at \( k = 7.2 \) corresponds to a double electron excitation BOTTOM: spectrum of the different measured concentrations. (b) FT of the spectra in figure 2 a

Figure 3: (a): The resulting radii of the first hydration shell for the 1M solution with the performed linear regression. The absolute error in the determination is shown in the radius at 1 bar (b) resulting slopes of the different concentrations obtained from linear regression
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Cobalt-based coatings have potential applications e.g. in energy storage systems \cite{1} and solar energy conversion \cite{2}. They are used in electrochromic \cite{3} and magnetoresistive devices \cite{4}, and may possess catalytic activity \cite{5}. In general, electrodeposition is a versatile technique for the preparation of metal and oxide coatings, and the facile variation of the deposition conditions such as the pH, temperature, the concentration of anions, cations and additives in the electrodeposition solution as well as the deposition potential may be used to prepare films with tailored properties. In addition to previous ex-situ experiments using a combination of electrochemistry, EXAFS and scanning electron microscopy to study the resulting film structure, thickness and morphology \cite{6}, we will consider the first in-situ EXAFS experiments performed during the electrodeposition of Co from 0.02 M CoCl\textsubscript{2}-solutions in the present contribution. All the EXAFS experiments have been performed at DELTA beamline 10 in the transmission mode using a channelpure Si(111) monochromator and gas-filled ionization chambers as detectors. Cobalt electrodeposition took place at room temperature in a customized three-electrode cell (see Fig. 1) with a PTFE body containing ca. 20 cm\textsuperscript{3} of electrolyte and Kapton windows for the X-ray beam. A gold-coated Kapton foil served as working electrode, a platinum wire as counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (E\textsubscript{0} = 0.210 V) was employed, against which all potentials are reported. Each EXAFS scan from 7705 to 7775 eV (150 data points with 0.31 s each) took 60 s including backscan, and in total a deposition time of one hour was measured in-situ.

Fig. 1: (left) Schematic representation of the experimental setup at BL10. The intensity of the X-rays from the Si(111) monochromator was measured using an ionization chamber in front of the electrochemical cell with about 20 ml of electrolyte. The working electrode is a 120 μm Kapton foil coated with a sputter deposited Au-layer of ca. 200 nm thickness. Kapton entrance and exit windows of the electrochemical cell provide a liquid layer of variable thickness so that the contributions of the electrolyte to the measured EXAFS signal are not too large. The cell is equipped with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt-wire as counter electrode. (right) Photo of the setup.

The course of the Co-deposition reaction can be followed in the XANES spectra shown in Fig. 2(a). For short deposition times, the spectra are governed by the 0.02M CoCl\textsubscript{2} electrolyte solution, while with increasing time, the Co-deposits contribute more and more to the measured spectra. From our previous experiments, we could conclude that Co-metal deposition occurs for the chosen electrochemical conditions \cite{6}. Thus, we have modeled the measured data by a linear combination fits of the CoCl\textsubscript{2}-solution and Co-metal reference spectra, and some representative results are presented in Fig. 2(b). The excellent agreement between the measured data and the fits with extremely small fit residuals is obvious, allowing to exclude any intermediate species besides the Co\textsuperscript{2+} in the solution and the Co-metal deposits.
Fig. 2: (a) time-resolved in-situ XANES measurements during the electrodeposition of Co in 0.02M CoCl₂ for a potential of -1.11 V vs. Ag/AgCl at the Co K-edge. (b) Linear combination fits of some selected spectra using Co-metal and liquid CoCl₂ as references. The increase of the metal contributions with time is obvious.

In Fig. 3, the time evolution of the concentration of Co-metal and CoCl₂ according to the LC-fit analysis are depicted. As can be seen, there is a rapid increase of the metal after about 6 minutes of polarization, however the growth slows down after ca. 20 minutes, with a slower growth rate thereafter. This can be explained by a fast consumption of the Co²⁺ close to the working electrode for shorter deposition times and an accordingly fast growth. If the solution is depleted from Co²⁺, the diffusive motion to the working electrode is slower, resulting in a decreased deposition rate of the Co-metal.

Future in-situ studies are planned to address the effect of the electrolyte on the details of the Co-deposit growth and morphologies, and the kinetics of the growth.

Fig. 3: Compilation of the LC-fit results obtained from the analysis of the time-resolved in-situ XANES measurements during the electrodeposition of Co in 0.02M CoCl₂ for a potential of -1.11 V vs. Ag/AgCl at the Co K-edge. The growth slows down for larger deposition times potentially due to the diffusive transport of Co²⁺ to the working electrode.
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Analysis of temperature-induced formation of lubricous oxides in vanadium-doped iron based arc sprayed coatings
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Introduction

For many technical applications the optimization of surfaces, e.g. of tools, is fundamentally [1]. Increasing demands, for example in dry machining, lead to increased friction forces and high temperatures [2], whereby a shortened life time occurs [3]. Accordingly, the focus is on coatings which adaptively form thin oxide reaction films at elevated temperatures [3]. For this purpose, particularly oxides of transition metals (Mo, Ti, V and W) are attractive because they form oxides of the \( \text{Me}_x\text{O}_{3x-1} \), \( \text{Me}_x\text{O}_{2x-1} \) or \( \text{Me}_x\text{O}_{3x-2} \) type (Magnéli-phases) with a plurality of sliding planes to minimize friction forces [4]. In terms of coating technologies, Bobzin et al. [4] emphasize the relevance of vanadium for lubrication. According to this study, the formation of specific vanadium oxides under thermal load such as vanadium pentoxide (\( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \)) possess an enhanced friction behavior due to its low decohesion energies \( G \) and consequently act as solid lubricant above the melting point of 678°C [5] respectively 670°C [6]. In terms of vanadium oxides, its oxidational state along the temperature range (between room temperature and 750°C) as well as the oxidizing environment play a significant role.

In the case of thin film technologies, vanadium-doped PVD coatings have already been studied by a number of authors with respect to their tribological behavior. Nevertheless, the tribological behavior and the oxidation of vanadium-doped arc sprayed coatings have not been investigated yet. Therefore, iron-vanadium coatings have been deposited by the Twin Wire Arc Spraying (TWAS) process with regard to their oxidation behavior at elevated temperatures. The aim of this study was the identification of vanadium oxides and the correlation of the influence on the tribological properties observed in dry sliding experiments.

Experimental

As substrate material round C45 steel specimens with a diameter of 40 mm and thickness of 6 mm were used. Before spraying, the surfaces of the samples were sand blasted with corundum and afterwards cleaned in an ultrasonic bath filled with ethanol. As feedstock material two different cored wires (Fa. Durum Verschleisschutz, Germany) with a diameter of 1.6 mm were used. The vanadium doped cored wire (referred to as “Fe-V”) consists of approximately 29.9 wt.% of V (in wt%: 0.07 C, 0.25 Mn, 0.33 Si, 0.38 Al, 29.91 V, Bal. Fe). As opposed to that, a low carbon steel wire delivered as cored wire (in wt%: 0.07 C, 0.11 Si, 0.25 Mn, Bal. Fe) serves as a reference (referred to as “Fe-Fe”). In order to deposit the coatings, the Smart Arc 350 PPG spraying system (Fa. Oerlikon Metco, Switzerland) was utilized. \textbf{Table 1} summarizes all parameter settings which have been employed for deposition of both feedstock materials. The layers were produced by applying two overruns for each specimen.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Handling parameters} & \textbf{Spray parameters} \\
\hline
Spray angle [°] & 90 & Voltage [V] & 28 \\
Spray distance [mm] & 95 & Current [A] & 180 \\
Gun velocity [m/s] & 200 & Primary gas pressure [MPa] & 0.6 \\
Track pitch [mm] & 5 & (compressed air) & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Spray parameter settings}
\end{table}

To investigate the tribological behavior of the coatings, high temperature ball-on-disk (BOD) tests at 25°C and from 350°C up to 750°C in 100°C steps were performed with the “HighTemperature
Tribometer” (Fa. CSM, Switzerland). Before the BOD tests the surface of all samples was machined and polished. An alumina ball (2300 HV) with 6 mm diameter and a load of 5 N was used as counter body. A sliding distance of 200 m without lubricant was employed. The velocity was kept at 40 cm/s and the radius of the circular path was maintained constant at 10 mm.

The oxidation state of the Fe-V coating was analyzed via X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy (XANES) at beamline BL10 of the synchrotron light source DELTA. The samples were annealed up to different temperatures (350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, 750°C) utilizing a heat plate with graphite dome, type DHS 1100 (Fa. Anton Paar, Austria) and investigated in-situ. As well, the samples of the BOD tests have been characterized by ex-situ XANES. The measuring range was set to 60 eV before the vanadium K edge (5465 eV) up to 100 eV after the edge. Before the edge the measuring was performed with 2 eV steps, in the region of the edge with 0.5 eV steps and after the edge with 1 eV steps and a time of 5 s per step. As monochromator, a silicon (111) crystal was used. The beam was set to a dimension of 1 mm height and 4 mm width. The detection of the absorption has been carried out by fluorescence.

Results

Within elevated temperature a decrease of the coefficient of friction (COF) of the Fe-V-coating can be observed (Fig. 1). In particular, above 550°C the COF drops significantly. Opposed to that, the COF of the Fe-Fe-coating remains constant over the whole temperature range. Up to 450°C the Fe-Fe coating shows a lower COF when compared to the Fe-V coating. Nevertheless, the Fe-V coating features a friction reduction of 42% at 750°C compared to the Fe-Fe-coating.

![Setup: Bell-on-Disk Tribometer](image)

**Fig. 1:** COF of different specimens for various temperatures taken in dry sliding experiments

XRD-analyses in a previous study show that the Fe-V-coating forms low amounts of different vanadium oxides above 550°C. However, it has not clarified exactly which oxides allow the incipient friction drop of the Fe-V-coating at temperatures above 450°C. It has been shown that the formation of the vanadium oxides especially occurs in a thin oxide layer on the surface. The aim of XANES is to determine only the surface near oxides of the coatings.

The energy of the threshold is defined as the first peak in the derived absorption curve and describes the impermissible 1s→3d transition [8]. The second peak in the derived absorption curve describes the main edge [8]. In general, the intensity of the pre-edge can be used for analysis of symmetry properties [9]. In Contrast to e.g. chromium the intensity of the pre-edge peak of vanadium can rarely give alone accurate information about the state of oxidation, since vanadium shows for the same oxidation state different symmetries [9]. The absorption edge of the 1s→4p transition can be even more used to determine the oxidation state [9].
First of all, some vanadium reference oxides have been measured. The normalized results of the oxides (VO, V₂O₃, V₂O₄, V₂O₅, V₆O₁₃) and the vanadium foil are stacked plotted in Fig. 2a. It can be seen that the oxides show a striking pre-edge peak at 5.5 eV after the energy E₀ of the vanadium K-edge (5465 eV), the intensity increases with the oxidation number (Tab. 2). After the pre-edge peak for all measured references the absorption rises up to the point of the absorption edge and then oscillates. The examined references show a displacement of the transition from 19.5 eV for vanadium to 29.5 eV for V₂O₅. The energies of the main edges tend also to rise with the oxidation state from 8.8 eV to 14.4 eV.

![Fig. 2: Ex-situ XANES at the V K-edge of the a) reference V-oxides and b) Fe-V coating obtained after different temperature treatments (25°C, 350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, and 750°C)](image)

Figure 2b shows normalized and stacked XANES diagrams of ex-situ measured Fe-V coatings depending on the temperature and also represents the appropriate linear combinations of the reference oxides. The Absorption at 25°C, 350°C and 450°C runs a similar course and shows no pronounced pre-edge peak (marked with * in Tab. 2). Starting from 550°C a pre-edge peak is formed which is more intense at 650°C and 750°C. All the fitted curves are consistent with the location of their pre-edge peaks and the 1s→4p transition of the measured coatings. Only the intensities the pre-edge peaks of the fitted curves up to 450°C are somewhat higher than in the measured curves. The higher intensities of pre-edge peaks from 550°C can be concluded that the coatings show a higher oxidation state than in the initial state. Table 2 shows associated characteristic peak energies and intensities of the measured coatings.

<p>| Tab. 2: Characteristic XANES values of the reference V-oxides and the Fe-V coating obtained after different temperature treatments (25°C, 350°C, 450°C, 550°C, 650°C, and 750°C) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Oxidation-state</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Pre-Edge</th>
<th>Main-Edge</th>
<th>1s→4p transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
<td>Normalized intensity</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₂O₃</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₂O₄</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V₂O₅</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fe-V coating</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Pre-Edge</th>
<th>Main-Edge</th>
<th>1s→4p transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T [°C]</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
<td>Normalized intensity</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
<td>Position [eV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.39*</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following section is about the oxide composition of the measured coating surfaces. First, it is noted that the fitted compositions are not unique. There are also other compositions based on the available reference oxides possible, which also reflect the measurement curves well. Furthermore, it can be assumed that there are also other oxides than the investigated reference oxides on the surface. Moreover, it is noted that the selected oxides probably occur not only pure, but also in combination with iron. Up to 450°C the surface of the coating consists of about 41% V, 22% VO and 36% V$_2$O$_3$. At 550°C the initial formation of V$_2$O$_5$ with 0.3% part can be observed. At 650°C the content of V$_2$O$_5$ is already at 15%, while the proportion of vanadium goes back to 5% and the proportion of VO increases to 58%. Only at 750°C all selected reference oxides occur on the surface, however, pure vanadium is no longer available. The lowest part with 10% is shown by V$_2$O$_3$, while the proportion of VO is 13%, of V$_2$O$_5$ 23%, of V$_2$O$_4$ 24% and of V$_6$O$_{13}$ 28%.

Summarizing, at low temperatures V, VO and V$_2$O$_3$ is shown on the surface and at elevated temperatures, a cover layer is formed, which consist additional of V$_2$O$_4$, V$_2$O$_5$ and V$_6$O$_{13}$. Concluding, this observed top layer is responsible for the friction decrease of the Fe-V-coating above 450°C.
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Alkaline earth aluminates such as BaAl$_2$O$_4$ are known as very suitable starting compounds for the preparation of fluorescent and phosphorescent doped materials. In particular, europium doped barium aluminate is a luminescent material with emission in the red spectral range when doped with trivalent Eu$^{3+}$ ions, while doped with divalent Eu$^{2+}$ ions it displays a broad blue-green emission band [1]. Despite the actual use of doped barium aluminate in optoelectronic devices, however, structural investigations remained rare up to now. Therefore we have conducted X-ray absorption measurements for Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ at the L$_3$ absorption edge of the Eu dopant, as well as at the L$_3$ absorption edge of Ba for both pure and Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$, in order to determine the valence states of Eu and Ba in these cases, and to elucidate the structure of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ in addition to X-ray diffraction studies. It is expected that obtained results will help to understand the photoluminescence properties of Eu-doped barium aluminate.

Powder samples of pure BaAl$_2$O$_4$ and one doped with 4.9 at.% Eu in relation to barium were prepared by a hydrothermal method and subsequent annealing at 1100 °C for 4h [2]. The prepared Eu-doped sample exhibited red photoluminescence under excitation with laser light of 308 nm wavelength. The transmission mode Eu and Ba L$_3$-edge X-ray absorption experiments of the prepared samples were performed at DELTA beamline 10 [3], using ionization chambers for measuring the incident and transmitted intensities, and employing the Si(111) channel-cut monochromator.

Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of the XANES spectra at the Eu L$_3$-edge of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ and the Eu-reference compounds Eu$_2$O$_3$, AlEuO$_3$ and an Eu$^{3+}$/Eu$^{2+}$ containing glass sample. (b) Comparison of the XANES spectra at the Ba L$_3$-edge of pure BaAl$_2$O$_4$, Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ and BaO.
In Fig. 1(a), the normalized Eu L$_3$-edge XANES spectrum of BaAl$_2$O$_4$ doped with 4.9 at.% Eu is compared to the spectra of Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$, used as references for Eu$^{3+}$, and to the one of a glass sample containing both Eu$^{2+}$ and Eu$^{3+}$ in approximately equal amounts [4]. As can be seen, Eu$^{3+}$ leads to a strong white line feature at about 6975 eV, while Eu$^{2+}$ reveals a white line at a substantially higher photon energy of 6983 eV [4], so that a discrimination of Eu$^{2+}$ and Eu$^{3+}$ appears to be straightforward. Accordingly, the Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$ references show a strong absorption maximum at about 6983.5 eV. The white line feature of the Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ sample at 6983.4 eV thus clearly reveals the presence of trivalent europium in the doped sample, in contrast to the observations with strong indications for Eu$^{2+}$ [1]. It is also noteworthy that the XANES features of Eu$_2$O$_3$, AlEuO$_3$ and of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ are substantially different in terms of their post-edge features. In particular, the XANES spectrum of Eu$_2$O$_3$ has a pronounced post-edge peak at 7020 eV. This peak is shifted to significantly smaller energies for Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ (7016 eV) and AlEuO$_3$ (7012 eV). Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$ reveal the second absorption maximum in the high energy tail of the white line at about 6995-6998 eV, which however is absent in Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$. Finally, the white line intensity of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ is substantially larger than for the two reference samples, indicating different atomic environments around europium for the three considered samples. This is of a special interest, because the presence of AlEuO$_3$ cannot completely be excluded on the basis of X-ray diffraction measurements (not shown here).

The Ba L$_3$-edge measurements (Fig. 1(b)) also reveal that the host material remains in its original Ba$^{2+}$-state; the white line position and intensity is very similar to that of divalent Ba$^{2+}$ in BaO. These data also prove that the structure of the host lattice is not substantially affected by the Eu-doping. Furthermore, the absorption spectrum of BaO reveals different absorption features, so that BaAl$_2$O$_4$ transformation to BaO accompanied by formation of Al$_2$O$_3$ can be excluded here.

In conclusion, the presented XANES spectra at the Eu L$_3$-edge clearly show that the photoluminescence of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ in the red spectral range is caused by the presence of Eu$^{3+}$ ions in the host lattice, the retained structure of which is confirmed by Ba L$_3$-edge measurements. Furthermore, the presence of impurity phases in our Eu-doped sample such as Eu$_2$O$_3$, AlEuO$_3$ and BaO can be excluded. In order to elucidate the structure and the environment of the Eu$^{3+}$-dopant in more detail, the results of additional EXAFS experiments will be presented in a separate contribution.
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XAS investigations of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$.
Part 2: EXAFS experiments
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According to XANES experiments at the Eu L$_3$-edge, Eu-doping of barium aluminates BaAl$_2$O$_4$ resulted in the presence of Eu$^{3+}$ ions in the host lattice [1], giving rise to photoluminescence in the red spectral range [2] in contrast to the blue-green emission characteristic for Eu$^{2+}$ ions [2]. The XANES experiments also indicated that the coordination of Eu in the Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ is different from that in the Eu-containing reference compounds such as Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$, which suggested that the detailed structure needs to be investigated. Therefore we undertook EXAFS investigations in order to study the local environment of the Eu$^{3+}$-dopant in detail. For this purpose, EXAFS experiments at the Ba (5247 eV) and Eu (6977 eV) L$_3$-edges have been performed at DELTA beamline 10, making use of the Si(111) channel-cut monochromator and ionization chambers as detectors for the incident and transmitted X-rays [3]. The extraction of the EXAFS fine structure, $\chi(k)$, was done after intensity calibration and background subtraction, and the $k^2$- or $k^3$-weighted EXAFS data were fitted with suited model structures using phases and amplitude functions generated by FEFF [4] using the Athena/Artemis software package [5].

Fig. 1. Fitting result for EXAFS data at the Ba L$_3$-edge of (a) pure BaAl$_2$O$_4$ and (b) BaAl$_2$O$_4$ doped with 4.9% Eu. The $k$-range for the Fourier-transform and the fit were 1.28 Å$^{-1}$ < $k$ < 8.78 Å$^{-1}$ and a radial distance 1.58 Å – 3.22 Å was used. Two oxygen and two aluminium shells were used to model the data.

In the fitting procedure of EXAFS data at the Ba L$_3$-edge, fits comprising two oxygen nearest neighbour shells with 6 oxygen atoms at about 2.7 Å and 3 oxygen atoms at about 2.95 Å, and 3 aluminium atoms at 3.4 Å and 3.5 Å fit the experimental data well for both the pure BaAl$_2$O$_4$ and BaAl$_2$O$_4$ doped with 4.9% Eu, as can be seen in Fig. 1. These results confirm that the local structure of the pristine BaAl$_2$O$_4$ with 9 oxygen atoms in the first coordination sphere is retained during Eu-doping. Furthermore, slightly increased bond lengths for the doped material agree qualitatively within the fit uncertainties with results of X-ray diffraction study for those two samples.

While the EXAFS measurements are relatively straightforward at the Ba L$_3$-edge of the host material, the investigations at the L$_3$-edge of the Eu-dopant are challenging because of the low Eu concentration. Therefore, several scans were measured and averaged in order to obtain a data quality that is sufficient for a quantitative data analysis and EXAFS fitting. In Fig. 2, the magnitude of the Fourier-transform of the $k^3$-weighted EXAFS fine structure, $|\text{FT}(\chi(k)*k^3)|$, measured at the Eu L$_3$-edge is compared to the fitted EXAFS data of Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$ references.
It is obvious that the radial distribution functions of Eu-doped BaAl$_2$O$_4$ in Fig. 2(a) and those of Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$ differ substantially. This agrees with the conclusions from the XANES data, that no substantial amounts of Eu$_2$O$_3$ and AlEuO$_3$ are present in the doped samples. Furthermore, comparing Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 1, the shape of the radial distribution functions for the Eu-doped sample obtained at the Ba L$_3$- and the Eu L$_3$-edge are quite similar, which suggests that the short range order structure around Ba and Eu are very similar. Thus it is likely to assume that Eu is substituted for Ba in the BaAl$_2$O$_4$ host lattice. A quantitative fitting of the data using the structure of BaAl$_2$O$_4$ is currently under way, and results will be published soon.
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Investigation of Ce speciation in zirconolite glass ceramics for UK plutonium disposition

Stephanie M. Thornber, Martin C. Stennett, and Neil C. Hyatt.
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Scientific motivation

The UK holds a stockpile of more 120 tons of separated civil plutonium, which will increase to over 140 tons at the end of nuclear fuel reprocessing in 2020. Up to 10% of this stockpile is likely to be declared as waste since it is unsuitable for fabrication as mixed (U,Pu)O₂ fuel for use in light water reactors (due to contamination by Fe, Cr, Am, Cl). We are currently developing glass-ceramic materials for immobilisation of this waste plutonium. In these materials, a crystalline ceramic phase, CaZrTi₂O₇ – zirconolite, incorporates Pu in solid solution by crystallisation from an alumina-silicate glass phase which incorporates the associated contaminants. Using CeO₂ as a PuO₂ surrogate, we have investigated the partitioning of Ce between glass and ceramic phase(s) present. The phases present depend both on the glass formulation and which crystallographic site in the zirconolite structure is targeted as the host for the Ce. Ce L₃ X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) was used to understand the effect of Ce speciation and local co-ordination environment on partitioning of Ce within these glass-ceramic systems.

Experimental

All samples were batched with the same starting formulation, comprising 30 wt% glass of target composition Na₂Al₂Si₆O₂₆, with 70 wt% ceramic forming oxides. The sample matrix investigated the success of Ce incorporation on the Ca and / or Zr sites. The stoichiometry of the ceramic phase for each sample targeted either Ce⁴⁺ substitution on the Ca²⁺ site (sample A), Ce³⁺ on the Ca²⁺ and Zr⁴⁺ sites (sample B), or Ce⁶⁺ substitution on the Zr⁴⁺ site (sample C). The formulation of sample A, required Al³⁺ substitution on the Ti⁴⁺ sites for charge compensation, for which additional Al₂O₃ was added. The formulation of sample B did not necessitated charge compensation. In the formulation of sample C, charge compensation was designed to be achieved by equimolar substitution of Ca²⁺ / Ce³⁺ and Zr⁴⁺ / Ce³⁺. Table 1 lists the formulations for each sample.
Table 1: All samples consist of 30 wt% glass Na$_2$Al$_2$Si$_6$O$_{18}$. Target zirconolite stoichiometries, Ce oxidation states and relevant wt % of each oxide are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Target ceramic composition</th>
<th>Weight percent of Oxides (wt%)</th>
<th>Target Ce oxidation state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SiO$_2$ Na$_2$O Al$_2$O$_3$ CaO ZrO$_2$ TiO$_2$ CeO$_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ca$<em>{0.5}$Ce$</em>{0.2}$ZrTi$<em>{1.6}$Al$</em>{0.4}$O$_7$</td>
<td>20.62 3.55 9.90 8.95 24.60 25.51 6.87</td>
<td>4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ca$<em>{0.5}$Ce$</em>{0.1}$Zr$<em>{0.5}$Ce$</em>{0.1}$Ti$_2$O$_7$</td>
<td>20.62 3.55 5.83 9.98 21.93 31.59 6.81</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CaZr$<em>{0.8}$Ce$</em>{0.2}$Ti$_2$O$_7$</td>
<td>20.62 3.55 5.83 11.25 19.78 32.06 6.91</td>
<td>4+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Powder samples were prepared by milling the starting precursors which were then calcined at 600 °C before being packed into stainless steel cans and hot isostatically pressed (HIPed). Representative material was recovered from the HIP cans, powdered, and prepared into transmission samples for measurement at the Ce L$_3$ absorption edge. The powdered material was dispersed into a polyethylene glycol matrix and cold uniaxially pressed to yield thin but strong pellets; the exact quantity of specimen powder to achieve one absorption length was used. Data was also acquired on a range of standard materials to assist in finger-printing of the Ce oxidation state and coordination environment. Analysis was performed using the Athena and Artemis suite of programs. The X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) was analysed to qualitatively identify and compare characteristic features to infer the average Ce oxidation states and co-ordination environment.

Results

The glass-ceramic stoichiometries targeted Ce incorporation on either the Ca$^{2+}$ site as Ce$^{4+}$, the Zr$^{4+}$ site as Ce$^{4+}$, or both the Ca$^{2+}$ and Zr$^{4+}$ sites as Ce$^{3+}$ (samples A, B and C, respectively). Ce L$_{III}$ edge XANES spectra of Ce$^{3+}$ (e.g. CePO$_4$ with the monazite structure) and Ce$^{4+}$ (e.g. CeO$_2$) species are characterised by a white line comprising one and two intense features, respectively. The Ce L$_3$ XANES data compared with the standards (figure 1) shows clear contributions in the white line from both Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$ in all samples. The glass-ceramic stoichiometries chosen targeted Ce incorporation on either the Ca$^{2+}$ site as Ce$^{4+}$, the Zr$^{4+}$ site as Ce$^{4+}$, or both the Ca$^{2+}$ and Zr$^{4+}$ sites as Ce$^{3+}$ (samples A, B and C, respectively). Sample A showed a predominance of Ce$^{4+}$, whilst samples B
and C showed a predominance of Ce\(^{3+}\). Observation from X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that the stronger Ce\(^{3+}\) signal in samples B and C correlated with the formation of a Ce-bearing perovskite phase in the samples, (Ca,Ce)TiO\(_3\). Ce\(^{3+}\) has a similar ionic radius to Ca\(^{2+}\) and thus can reside in the 12-fold coordinated A-site in the perovskite structure. The formation of perovskite is favourable over Ce\(^{3+}\) substitution into the Zr site in the zirconolite structure (CaZrTi\(_2\)O\(_7\)) which has an ionic radii mismatch of ca. 37%. The predominance of Ce\(^{4+}\) and lack of perovskite formation in sample A confirmed retention of Ce\(^{4+}\) in the sample and successful incorporation of Ce into zirconolite.

![Ce L\(_3\) edge spectra from glass ceramic samples given in Table 1 and reference standards.](image)

**Figure 1:** Ce L\(_3\) edge spectra from glass ceramic samples given in Table 1 and reference standards.

**Scientific output**

We expect that the experiment will produce at least one full good quality journal paper (e.g. submitted to J. Nucl. Mater. or Int. J. Appl. Glass Sci.). This experiment will contribute data to the PhD thesis of co-experimenter Ms. Stephanie Thornber, who has fabricated and characterised the samples to be studied. She was present at the experiment to learn practical data acquisition skills; this has allowed her to apply the theoretical understanding developed through taught courses at the University of Sheffield.
EXAFS investigations of Niobium processing in N₂-atmospheres
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Many treatments of metals and alloys are conducted at high temperatures, employing various gases in order to obtain tailored properties of the materials. In particular, niobium metal may be exposed to N₂ for T > 800°C leading to NbN surfaces layers depending on the temperature [1]. Such an approach has been successfully used for high-temperature nitriding of superconducting Nb-cavities used in accelerator structures, leading to substantially improved RF-superconductivity in mid acceleration fields recently [2]. While electrical and especially superconducting properties have intensively been investigated in the past (see, e.g. [1, 2]), structural studies are rare up to now, and no in-situ experiments have been conducted so far. We have therefore realized a dedicated processing chamber for this BMBF-funded research project (see Fig. 1). The chamber is equipped with a turbomolecular pump and a ceramic heater with several heat shields to enable temperatures of up to 1200 °C under a base vacuum pressure of 10⁻⁶ mbar. Large Kapton windows cooled with compressed air are used as X-ray windows for the incident, transmitted and scattered radiation and X-ray fluorescence measurements, and process gas (usually high-purity N₂) is introduced via a fine leak valve. The upper part of the chamber is water-cooled to withstand high temperatures and nitrogen-containing gas atmospheres. Promising results have already been obtained during the first experiments with synchrotron radiation.

The first experiments were performed with niobium foils which were heated up to 900 °C under vacuum conditions for about an hour until pressure levels in the chamber have recovered, followed by N₂ gas exposure for different periods of time. The samples were investigated with transmission mode EXAFS at the Nb K-edge (18986 eV) making use of the Si(311)-monochromator at BL8. The Nb-samples were measured in-situ at high temperatures as well as after subsequent cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature. Fig. 2 displays the influence of different processing times on the absorption fine structure of Nb foils measured in transmission geometry after processing at 900 °C in an N₂ atmosphere of 5x10⁻³ mbar, and cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) for the EXAFS measurements. An irreversible decrease in amplitude with time is obvious for all coordination shells, as well as a slight shift of the peaks to higher radial distances can be observed. The latter effect seems to be strongest for the third shell peak at about 3.6 Å radial distance. Taking into account the

Fig. 1: Photo of the processing chamber mounted on top of the positioning stages on the diffractometer at DELTA BL8. The chamber features a ceramic heater with heat shields to provide temperatures of up to 1200 °C. The upper, water-cooled part of the chamber is equipped with two large-area Kapton windows for incident and scattered X-rays. Compressed air is used to cool the windows. The inset of the figure shows the heater with temperature sensor, heat shielding and a polished Nb sample ready for processing. Vacuum is generated by a turbo molecular pump and the Nitrogen gas quantity is controlled by fine leak valves.
bcc crystal structure of Niobium, one may expect interstitial nitrogen atoms occupying vacancies in the scattering path of the third shell. This may give reason for the third shell to be most sensitive.

Fig. 2: Magnitude of the Fourier-transform of the $k^3$-weighted EXAFS fine structure oscillations $|\text{FT}(\chi(k)k^3)|$ for Nb-metal foils of 25 μm thickness heat-treated in N$_2$-gas atmospheres ($5 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar) at 900 °C for various times as indicated. K-range for the Fourier-transform $1.8 \text{ Å}^{-1} < k < 15 \text{ Å}^{-1}$.

Fitting of the data was performed using metallic Nb structure parameters for the first 5 shells in a cluster containing about 58 atoms, with free running fit parameters for path length and disorder parameters. Good agreement between the experimental data and the fit can be achieved up to a radial distance of about 6 Å for all N$_2$-treatments, however, the third peak at about 3.7 Å is in general hard to model quantitatively by the fits, especially after prolonged heating for 2 hours and more. To be able to analyse the shift and the reduction of the third shell more precisely, appropriate structure models including nitrogen on different positions in the Nb lattice for fitting the data will be tested in the future.
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